Oral history interview with H. R. Haldeman
co~ducted by Raymond H.
Geselbracht
in Mr. Haldeman's home in Santa Barbara, California
on April 13, 1988
RHG:

All right, Mr. Haldeman, we're going to discuss the theme from
your Journal that I've called Nixon's attempt to create a
responsive bureaucracy.

I've been trying to think in my mind,

last night and this morning, how to organize this, and I can't
quite manage an organization that I'm satisfied with.
concept is consistent,

I think,

The

throughout the things [that]

we'll be talking about the next while.

My thought is that there

are two things involved in creating a responsive bureaucracy.
The first is the structure of the government.

The second is the

people put in positions of responsibility in the government.
I've decided, since structure is almost always simpler than
people, that I would try looking at that first.

See how that

works.
During the transition,

Roy Ash got a telephone call from

either the President, or yourself,
HRH:

I'm not sure which, either.

RHG:

He was asked to come,

I'm not sure whom.

be part of the administration, and do

something regarding management.
wasn't able to come at that time.

Now, for personal reasons, he
He did agree to come on a

part-time, occasional basis, and head up the Ash Commission.
far as he was aware, there was no preparation for this.
didn't really know Nixon, very much,
telephone call.

As

He

prior to receiving that

Do you know why Nixon picked him, and what Nixon

had in mind for him to do?
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HRH:

I hadn't realized that Nixon didn't know him.
possible that he didn't;

It's quite

I don't remember that.

The main impetus

for bringing Ash in was a strong recommendation from Franklin
Murphy, who did know Ash very well.

[Hel had suggested to me

that Ash was a superb management structure-type person.

If we

were getting into areas of review of management structure,

[hel

would be an outstandingly good person to work with in those
areas.
RHG:

Please remind me who Franklin Murphy was.

HRH:

F)'''aY'lkl i Y'I Mu)'''phy was the chai rmaY'1 ,;:.f the Times-Mi rrclr Co)'''pc.rat iCIY'..
Had been Chancellor of UCLA [University of California at Los
Angelesl, and a long-time friend and associate of mine.

St )'''I;:'Y'lg

supporter of the President's, and a person that we had talked to
about coming into the Cabinet.
the time, so he didn't.

Didn't feel he could do that, at

He was the one we put on the

[President's] Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, so that he was
participating from outside.
He was the one WhO had recommended Ash.
It's quite likely that other people did.
know him,

I dC'Y'I' t

If the President didn't

I'm sure they had a lot of common friends.

did know both of them.

So,

\o4.Y'IC.W ••••

People that

it may well have been that he was

recommended from other directions, also.
RHG:

Do you know what Nixon had in mind for him in the administration?

HRH:

I'm not sure at the outset (it's funny,
tC' wc.)'''k with

I..'S

on o)'''gaY'li zat ional St)'''I..Ict urea

during the transition period, was he?
RHG:

No.

I don't remember>, except
He was i Y'IVO 1 ved

HRH:

I didn't think so.

RHG:

Well,

This was early in the administration, then.

I think he received the invitation in December '6B,

something like that.
HRH:

OK.

Ultimately, obviously, we set up the Ash Council, which bore

his name because he was Chairman of the Council.
that group was reorganization of the executive branch,

looking to

overall reorganization on the basis of a legislative proposal to
t"e-struct Ul'''e.
RHG:

Why was Nixon interested in this?

What were the origins of his

i y,tet"est?
HRH:

The origiY's, at least, ay,d I'm sure there wel'''e other
participating factors, were primarily his concern that the
executive branch had proliferated.

He felt there were prObably

too many Cabinet offices and agencies.
i nst i Y,ct i vee

It was not an intensive study that had convinced

him of this.

It was instinctive, arising from his experience as

Vice President, and his observation of the growth of the
executive branch under the "Great Society" development, and all
tha°t;.
So,

it was,

I think, more a gut feeling than a reasoned,

planning kind of thing, that led him to the feeling that we
should at least be looking at the concept of reorganization.

A

little CHerbertJ Hoover Commission type-thing--or a big Hoover
Commission type-thing.

It was along the lines of the reasoning

for the Hoover Commission,
that the ••••

in much earlier days, which was simply

I think it's a very sound point that,

in a general

seY,se, the executive bt"anch--ay,d the legislative braYlcl."
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basis, rather than a planned basis.

Corporations do this, too--

big corporations, to some extent--but not to the same degree,
delr,' t think.

I

think corporations have a continuing,

long-range

plan,

generally, and they are working along the lines of that

plan.

When they add or lop off segments of their structure,

it's, at least to some degree,

in

ac~ord

I

with that long-range

plar..
With the governmental apparatus--certainly the executive
branch, which changes every four years, or every eight years, and
sometimes more often,

because of circumstances--a lot of its

structure is dictated by legislative action that is not directly
responsive, and may not even be in any way in accord with
executive branch intent, or program(sJ, at any given time.

PII.ls,

each new President coming in--and the executive branch is the
President,

from the Constitutional viewpoint--each new executive

branch, therefore, starts its life on Inauguration Day with
inheriting all of the apparatus and structure of its predecessor,
and accumulation of previous predecessors.

Is not dealing with a

structure that if, given its own druthers, might necessarily have
put together.

Inevitably, also,

because of the Congressional,

arId somet imes the President ial, ter,der,cy tel tht"Clw a Y'lew ageY',cy,
or a new Department, or a new commission, or something, together
to deal with each new problem as it comes along, these things get
created.

There's no established procedure for (dissolving] them,
Therefore, they acquire lives

in many cases,

if not all cases.

Clf their owr,.

The problem that they were created to deal with
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may well have gone away twenty years ago,
still going on.

but the commission is

The big ludicrous example was the tea-taster

operation that everybody used to use, that is a minor point,

but

it applies in maJor points.
These agencies, Departments, segments of Cabinet
Departments, Cabinet Departments in totality, tend to come and go
on an irrational,
go.

~~

bQ£ basis.

They tend to come more than they

1 think there really is a need--a very valid need--for what

1 would suggest is some kind of zero-based budgeting sort of
cc.rlcept.

Something that requires, on some sort of periodic

basis, a review of all government.
and 1 would say legislative,

Executive branch at least,

because 1 think the staff and

committee growth in the legislative side is worse than on the
executive brarlch side, but that's based cor. preJudice, riot
knowledge, really.

1 think there should be a review.

shc.uld be a l.;)c.k at,

"Dc. we really rleed all these things?"

The most constructive way to approach it might well be a
zero-based thing.

In other words, we don't have any agencies

What agencies do we need?

Then, given a definition of what

we need to deal with what we are dealing with today, what of the
existing structure fits that need, and what doesn't?
be modified to fit it?

What could

Then get rid of everything else.

That's

in effect what we were--that's oversimplifying it vastly--but
what we were trying to accomplish with the approach of the Ash
Council, with the original concept of the need to reorganize.

RHG:

So a newly elected President comes into office and he confronts a
governmental structure that is likely to be both inefficient, and
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structured in such a way to accomplish the goals of his
pt~edecessc'r.

HRH:

Right.

RHG:

Do you know how focused Nixon's thoughts were?

Was it a general

feel iy,g?
HRH:

I would say it was general.
specifics.

I'm sure there were,

I don't recall what they were.

writings, or anyone else's spell them out,
well.

in his mind,

I don't know that his
but they may very

I think the impetus was more on a general basis than on a

speci fic basis.

I don't think he had any specific thing in mind

that should be added or taken away, but rather,
feeling,

a general

as I've Just articulated, that there were lots of things

there that we didn't need anymore, and some that were
counterproductive.

Many that were wasteful, and questionably,

some that were useful.
RHG:

He wanted all that evaluated.

There's a [Haldeman) Journal entry, February 6,
the beginning of the Presidency:
Ash, who
II

agt~eed

1969, right in

"Ni XCIY, spent ay, hl:lur wi th Roy

at tha°j; time tCI head the Ash CClllYlci 1."

YCIU say,

The Pres i dey,t rea 11 y way,t s t CI acccimp 1 ish sl:lmet hi y,g I:IY, re-

organization, and has great faith in Ash-type's ability to do so,
but doesy,' t exact ly kY,clw hClw."
HRH:

That reflects Nixon's ••••
natural manager,

It's interesting.

and he's not a skilled manager even when he

tries to be, or tries to learn how to be.
in the early parts of his career.

He didn't realize that

Most people don't.

Most

people don't analyze themselves to determine whether they're
They simply go ahead with trying to deal with
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whatever task faced them.

Nixon, having been a lawyer, and

lawyers are traditionally notoriously bad managers,

simply

because the skills that make one a good lawyer are not the same
skills that make one a good manager,
Consequently,

in many cases.

people who have lawyer's skills tend to become

lawyers, and people who have managerial skills tend to become
mar.agel'"'s.
career,

Nixon became a lawyer.

He became, early on in his

a political lawyer--a politician.

Running for Congress

Even in a lot of his lawyer days, working ln a
government agency, the OPA [Office of Price AdministrationJ, not
as a lawyer,

but as a low-level government bureaucrat.

Ther.

became an elected government official, as a Congressman, then a
Senator, then Vice President.
The only managerial tasks that presented themselves to him
during that time were managing political campaigns, his own.

He

proved himself to be a bad political campaign manager, without
I think analysis of the '60 election, his first
national, major,

big campaign that required real managerial

skill, when he ran for President, suffered badly from his
insistence on managing the campaign himself.

Thereby, violating

one step removed, an adage that lawyers use, which is that the
laywer who handles his own case has a fool for a client.

One

could extend that concept to the political candidate who manages
his own campaign has a fool for a client.
that,

He didn't realize

but I think a lot of the analysis of the '60 campaign was

that although Len [LeonardJ Hall and Bob [RobertJ Finch were comanagers of the campaign, the real manager of the campaign was
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Richard Ni )(c."...

And the campaign was,

because of that,

in many

instances, not well managed.
I don't know whether consciously, or subconsciously,
came to realize that,

but he did.

Ni)(on

To a degree, he did not manage

the [1962J California campaign, totally himself.

He did let me

do some of the campaign management in California.

Not a lot, and

he still was strongly a factor in campaign management in
California, but by 1968, when he was to run again for PreSident,
he had a clear recognition--and it may have evolved out of his
years as a practicing lawyer in New york ••••

Because he was a

practicing lawyer at the high level in New York, he was dealing
with big-time business management,
life, on an ongOing,

for the first time in his

business basis, rather than as a politician,

who had to deal with big-time managers
interests,

~i~=~=~i~

their political

but not their managerial interests.

I think he came to realize, more clearly, during those New
York lawyer years, that there are people who are good managers
and people who aren't.

The people

WhO

aren't, are very wise to

hire people who are, to do their managing for them.
traditionally what is done.
'68 campai gn.

That's

That's e)(actly what he did in the

He decided he shouldn't, and couldn't, and

wouldn't, therefore, manage his own campaign, and brought John
Mitchell in as the campaign manager.
manage the campaign.

Jc.hl". Mitchell did,

il". fact,

That flies in the face of an earlier part

of my thesis that lawyers aren't good managers,

because John

Mitchell was a lawyer.
John Mitchell proved to be a good campaign manager.
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He had

a good organizational sense.

Also, he had the willingness to

bring in other managerially oriented type people, and let them
manage their segments of the campaign.
through that experience,

So, that translated,

in the campaign being successful,

into

recognition that relinquishing management was a good thing, on
I think that, for a non-manager, he had some
interesting managerial instincts, or insights, way back deep in
him,

that led him to realize that there were skills, talents, and

insights, approaches, to managing that he didn't have,
other people did have.

Whel'l I said,

but that

"He has gt"eat fai th il'l Ash-

type's ability," I'm using Ash as a prototype.
sk i 11 ed mal'lage,,".
[Industries,

He was the chief executive officer of Litton

Inc.J, which was a very complex conglomerate.

The

whole skill in conglomerating, and existing as a conglomerate,

is

managerial skill.
That's what Franklin Murphy was saying.
knows how to manage.

This is a man who

He's not a politician; he's a manager.

you need management skill,

If

Roy Ash prototypically would be what

you should be looking for.

So we went right to Roy Ash.

Ni XC'I'I,

I think [partlyJ because of my views on the subJect, and I'm sure
others who had talked with him about management, and led him to
have a much better understanding that there was a difference
between a gc.c.d mal'lage,," and a bad mal'lage,,", was ,,"eady tc. tl.l""1'1 t.:.
mal'lagement-ski lIed pec.ple tc. wc.,,"k out mal'lagemel'lt prc.blems.

It's

the reason he made me be the manager of the White House staff.
He did not try to manage it.

He gave me the problems, the

assignments, the tasks, the responsibilities, and the
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authe'\""ities, arid therl said,

"Manage it."

Admittedly, as this

indicates, he got into his dissatisfactions with various results
on a very specific basis, and then prescribed,

frequently,

his

view as to what the management solution to that dissatisfaction
was.

But he didn't try to get into managing it himself.

He was

willing to step back, and let someone else run it.
On the reorganization thing he recognized that it was
management skill that had to bring about the reorganization.

He

had the political insight to know the structure and the system
was wrong, he felt,

in various ways.

He had the managerial

insight to realize he didn't know how to make it right,
it had to be made right.

but

th~t

That's really precisely what I said

he\""e.
exactly know how."

He didn't know how Ash was going to do it.

Just like you can compare it to your going to a dentist.
You have faith in the dentist's ability to fix what's wrong with
your tooth,
it.

but you don't know how he's going to go about doing

Or the auto mechanic's ability to fix your engine.

Everl

though you haven't the foggiest notion of how to do it.
the engine's not working right,

because the car's coughing, or

not starting, or whatever the problem is.
least I don't,

because I'm not a mechanic.

He figures out why not,

I have no mechanical

and does something about it.

and drive it away, and it's working.
don't why,

You don't know why--at

but I go to the dentist.

I've got a toothache,

I

He de.es se.methirlg te. my

tooth, and I come home without a toothache anymore.
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I come back

That's what

[the President) was looking for.

A dentist or a mechanic.

Somebody to put the car back together so it would run right.
That's what he saw Ash as, what the whole reorganization concept
was about,

in simplistic terms.

Why did he have such faith in Ash?

Simply because of what

at least I had told him, and I'm sure others had, about Roy Ash.
Plus, simply the fact that Ash ••••
more faith in me,

[The Presidentl had a lot

in a lot of ways, after I was appointed as a

Regent of the University of California,

because it was a

verification to him of the recognition by other people of
importance and vision, and so forth,
that he thought I had,

too,

that I had some abilities

but this sort of endorsed that

The fact that Ash was chief

e~ecutive

officer of

Litton--he knew about Litton, he knew the company, he knew
[Charles)

"Te~"

Thornton, who was the co-founder with Ash of

Ash had the record as one of the whiz kids under

the Litton thing.
understood by

So, he had credentials that were easily

Ni~on.

They were like the dentist's degree--his

DDS--that sits up on his wall when he went in.

Or the mechanic's

cet"tificatic.l", that he's a certified 13M [Gel",eral Motot"sl "Mr.
Gc"::<dwt"el",ch", c.t" whatevet" it is.

So that the credentials were

thet"e, al"ld the stature, the accc.mpl ishmel",t.
a substantial personal fortune.
rnal"lager.

So,

Ash had accumulated

Not as an entrepreneur,

but as a

it was those kinds of things that gave him the

faith in it and his interest in doing it.
My part in all this was one of encouraging the thing.

I
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had, as a managerial type person, a strong insight--which I
later,

in working on the theoretical side of management, right

now on a current basis--have seen validated in conceptual and
methodological terms.
proper stucture.

The key to management is, first,

to have a

Secondly, to have a process by which that

structure works, that is well adJusted to the structure,
Y,eeds.

to the

Then, to have the people to carry out the process within

the st ,."uct '-tre.

In good management technqiue, you start with

structure, g.:. theY, te. pre.cess, ay,d theY, te. people.
start with people and try to build around them.

So, that's where

we were, at that pOint.
RHG:

One of the first recommendations that the Ash Council made
regarding the Executive Office of the President, and I think
there was more than one set of recommendations regarding the
Executive Office.

I think the first one involved the Domestic

Council and the Office of Management and Budget.

The D.;:.mest i c

Council idea, as we've discussed in the last two days,

is one

that seemed to grow, organically, as it were, out of the
personalities and the circumstances that existed within the
administration in its earliest days.

Yet the Domestic Council

ended up as being a formal recommendation of the Ash Council.
How did Ash and the White House staff work out this proposal?
Where was the origin of the idea there?
HRH:

I'm not sure--and I don't know that anybody knows, even Roy Ash-precisely where the origin is.

It's like a lot of things in the

advertising business, there's always the question would arise,
"Wh.;:.' s idea was that g,."eat sle.gay,?" C',," "that g,,"eat Y,ame fo,." the
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p,."'oduct?",

0,."'

"that great campaigl'"I?"

YCIU don't knclw.

things evolve, and the preciSion of whose idea it was,
impossible to pinpoint.

is often

I don't know, on this.

may, and I wouldn't question anybody else's better knowledge in
that.

The fact of the matter,

Ash Council was ••••

from my viewpoint, was that the

They did a lot of talking to people within

the executive branch, so they were getting input and feedback
from our people, and from the bureaucracy--the career people in
these various areas--that would give them readings on what the
status of things was, and how they worked and so forth,

and how

they didn't work.
The membership on the Ash Council was such that there was a
[Dean GeorgeJ Baker,

lot of insight already built in.

from

Harva,."'d Business Schoe,l, was ell'"le member of the CCllmci 1.
Connally was a member of the Council, a former Governor and
fl:),,"'mer Ul'"ldersecretary cl"F the Navy.
membe,."'s.

It was originally Ash,

There were a couple of other

Baker, and Connally, and r

wal'"lted to call it the "ABC" CC'lmcil,

but then clther l'"lames were

added and they couldn't limit the name to the three.
called it the Ash Council,

because Roy was the chairman.

The

people there had their own insights from their own experiences
and analysis and exposures, and then they did research.

They had

a staff, and the staff did accumulated proposals and analyses,
and that sort of thing.

Out of that, there obviously was input

from our people, who at the same time were in the staff meetings
with me we've talked about earlier,

in which this concept of a

Domestic Council of some sort was evolving.
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Whether that came

from us, and the Ash Council adopted it, or whether it came from
the Ash Council and we adopted it, or whether it came from
general discussion, or within the bureaucracy, the career staff
itself,

I don't know.

The fact of the matter is, that clearly we were on parallel
paths, the Ash Council here, and our operating senior staff here,
in some of these ideas, at least.
was important.

We were in agreement.

That

It was recognized by the Ash Council that what

they came up with had to be doable, so they were looking at what
is possible as they were going along, also.

Not Just what's

desirable.
RHG:

My guess,

from what I've seen in your notes and in your Journal

and elsewhere, would be that [Johnl Ehrlichman's position,
because of all the things we talked about yesterday, evolved into
a domestic policy advisor-like position, and that the Ash Council
gave the idea a bit more formalization and definition.

That

would be my guess.
HRH:

I

think that's basically right.

I

would tend to categorize

Ehrlichman not as a domestic policy advisor, however,
sense of looking to his expertise for advice.

in the

Rather as the

director or staff leader of the Domestic Council.

It was the

Council that was generating the advice, or the sub-committees
within the Council that were generating the substance of the
advice.

Ehrlichman's task,

primarily--he did have an advisory

role, obviously, and he did have a viewpoint (he had experience
in some areas of domestic policy things that qualified him very
strongly to have a viewpoint).
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But conceptually it was that the

Council was what was looked to as the advisor, or the individuals
that composed the Council as advisors in specific areas,

and so

John's Job was a staff function of coordinating,
implementing, and bringing to fruition the Council's work.
RHG:

Dc. yc.u kYlc,w the c'rigiYI c.f the c.thet"' half c.f that pt"c'p.osal, which
was the Office of Management and Budget?

What was it that was

lacking in the Bureau of the Budget, and who saw the lack?
HRH:

My view is, and again,

I would willingly stand to be corrected by

others more knowledgeable,

but my view of that is that that did

come out of the Ash Council,

Q~~

individuals within the Council,

§~.

I don't know who, what

but that was the result of Ash

Council observation and development.

I assume that it arose out

of their analYSis of the then Budget Bureau, and how it worked
aYld what it did.

It's my understanding from conversations I had

at the time with Roy Ash,

primarily,

because I did not meet with

the Ash Council, as such,

but I did talk with Roy quite a bit, as

he was moving along through the process.

Ash's view, and I

assume it was the Council's view, was that the Budget Bureau, as
such, was simply a huge bureaucratic apparatus that collated a
bl.,dget.

It didn't provide the kind of value to the executive

that a budget can provide as a control mechanism, as well as a
financial mechanism.

As a management control mechanism.

A good manager uses a corporate budget, not Just as a
financial tool,

but as a management tool.

It's a methc.d c.f

control, and Ash saw it as' a very valid, as I understand it,
method of control of the executive branch by the President, were
it to be structured more with a managerial orientation than a
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financial orientation.

By looking at it from a managerial

view, then you can manage by budget,

in a lot of ways.

budgets, and you require that monies be spent.

That's in a sense

what Congress tries to do in it's exercise of it's Constitutional
responsibility for appropriation, which is to set the amount to
be spent, and thereby establish and manage the programs that the
government is carrying out.
That was a radical change.

The domestic policy council was

a bringing together--it was a purely structural thing of bringing
together some people to try and do better what they were doing
independently, already.

The concept of changing the Budget

Bureau to the Office of Management and Budget, and I think from
the note here, and it confirms my recollection, that the original
proposal was an Office of Executive Management.

Tradition and

Congressional reality and a lot of other things caused that to be
modified to become the Offibe of Management and Budget, which it
is today--the OMB, rather than the Office of Executive
Management, an OEM--because it was breaking too much of the
existing structure to,
create a new Bureau.
Bureau was expanded,

in effect, destroy the Budget Bureau and
Rather,

it was evolved that the Budget

let's say.

Revised, revamped,

in order to

become not only what it already was, a financial budgeting
entity,

but also a management control entity.

The name reflected

that combination where it was therefore a less radical, and I
think, not only in name,

but in actual content, the OMB structure

was a less radical change than the Ash Council's original OEM
concept.
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RHG:

As I remember,

it Just says in an aside there was some discussion

of your becoming the first director of OMB.
HRH:

Right.

There was.

That was,

certainly not mine.

I forget whose idea it was.

It was

It was an idea that I obviously considered,

because it was intriguing,

because it was the managerial Job for

the executive branch that was an intriguing challenge.

I e,pted

I don't know that it was ever offered to me; it
was suggested, and I shot down the suggestion,

I guess is (aJ

more accurate way to put it.
My reaSelYI felr nelt wantiYlg to do it was that I felt I was
better, more uniquely qualified to function as the President's
chief of staff,
him for so long.

in the sense that I had worked so closely with
Understood how to work with him and how he

worked,

and so on, and that I could perform a more unique service

thet"e.

There were many good managers,

to rlm the OMB.

There were few,

better qualified than I,

if any,

people as well qualified

as I to function as Richard Nixon's chief of staff.
by that ••••

I speci fically say "PresideYlt Ni XeIYI' s chief of

staff," because I delYI't thiYlk I weluld have beeYI well qualified,
at all, to serve as either President (Lyndon) Johnson's or
President (Gerald) Ford's chief of staff.

My qualification was

based on the personal knowledge of Nixon, and my ability to work
with his way o,f wot"king, aYld my t"appot.. t with melst elf his geYlet"al
conceptual thinking, which I would not have found that I had with
ei ther Fot"d eln elYle side Ot.. JelhYlselYI on the eIther.
earlier,

(Dwight) Eisenhower, or (John) Kennedy, and a couple of

steps later, with [Jimmy) Carter, or ••••
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[Ronald) Reagan I might

have.

I might have been a good chief of staff for Reagan,

because I had also worked with him, out here in California.
knew how he worked.

Very differently than Nixon,

could have worked with that,

in many ways,

I

but I think I

as well as I could

have worked, and did work, with Nixon.
RH6:

Can you briefly characterize the ways in which the two men worked
d i fferey,t I y?

HRH:

What two?

RH6:

Nixon and Reagan.

HRH:

Nixon and Reagan?
pc. I it ici aY,.

Nixon,

first of all, was a consummate

Reagan is a consummate performer.

the give and take of politics.

Reagay, did Y,ot.

the concepts of most things are gray.
Ot.. white.

Ni xoy, '.ly,det'st c.c.d
Ni xoy, uy,derstc.od

Very few are either black

Reagan, consistently, used to get furious about

anybody talking about,
"There is no gray area.

"This is in the gray area."

It's either this, or it's that.

It's

It's either right or it's wrong.

either black or it's white.

isn't sort of right, or sort of wrong.
it isn't pregnant.

He said,

y,.=.

There is

It

It's either pregnant, or

hal f way."

Nixon had a totally different conceptual approach that way.
Reagan was much more willing to rely on the substance produced by
c.thers.

Nixon was much more involved in substance.

much better at presentation,
although Nixon,
Reagay,.

Reagan was

in a personal way, than Nixon was,

in a substantive way,

He knew his subJect.

I think was better than

Reagan studies hard and does a

good Job at press conferences, as long as it stays within his
at"ea of study.

Nixon studied hard.
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Nixon prepared for press

conferences carefully, too.

But, you could come up with

something from totally left field with Nixon,

and he could handle

it with the same skill that he handled something that he was
fully prepared on.

Reagan is not able to do that.

It sort of boils down to the thing [Franklyn] Nofziger said,
which I still think is right:

if we'd had my man's [Nixon's]

brains, and his man's [Reagan's] appeal, charisma,
we would have had the perfect President.

personality,

I think I could have,

recognizing that, worked with either one of them.

They share a

lot of common principles and internal gut instincts, as to what's
right and what's wrong, what should be done, what should not be
done.

Reagan doesn't have anything like Nixon's grasp of global

geopolitics, and hiS, therefore, creative contribution to that.
Putting that in one framework,

the Nixon-[Henry] Kissinger

relationship was totally dominated by Nixon, with Kissinger as a
very strong adJunct to the Nixon foreign policy development and
implementation.
existence,

If Kissinger had been at the same stage of his

pre-Nobel Prize, working with Reagan as President,

I

think Kissinger would have totally dominated both the creation
and the implementation of policy, with Reagan's oversight and
consent and agreement.

Active,

than as the basic principle:
good.

but not with his input, other

Communism is bad, and democracy is

There they stand, clear.

But the nuances of how to evolve

and develop and work would have come totally from Henry,
and not from President Reagan.

I think,

Where with Nixon, they came

initially from Nixon, very much in tune with Henry, and aided and
abetted and implemented and expanded by Henry.
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RHG:

When and where did you work with Reagan?

HRH:

In California,

I was a Regent of the University.

the alumni association, therefore

~K

As presiderlt c.f

gff!s!g, I spent two years

on the Board of Regents, and became very active--and loved
working on the Board of Regents--during that time.
the twc. years,

I was ric, lorlge .." a member,

alumni president had expired.

because my pc.st as

At that time Reagan was getting

ready to run for Governor.

I, as well as a lot of people

involved in the University,

[wasJ concerned, that Reagan's view

of the University was distorted by some of his black-and-white
positions, and that he might be a detrimental Governor,
Urli ve,,"si ty.

to the

Whereas Pat [EdmundJ Brown had been a very

berleficial Governc,r tc. the University--and he really had beerl.
He had a very good appreciation of the value of the University to
the state, and therefore was very helpful in the University's
growth.

There was concern that Reagan might not be, and that

Reagan probably would win.

I shared that concern.

It was

corlcern by Demc,c,,"ats and Repl.lblicarls, rlc.t a pc.litical cc·nce,,"rl.
It was a substantive interest in the University concern.
Because I did,

I established contact with some of Reagan's

people, a lot of whom I knew well.
but I knew him.

And I knew Reagan--not well--

Established contact, and said that I would like

to be helpful to the candidate, and his people--the staff,
whoever was working on it--in developing his insights and views
on the University of California.

I prepared some papers and did

some work with them to try and expand his view, as I was afraid
it might be narrow, on the University.
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As a result of that,

after he was elected Governor, and because there were a number of
the people on the Board of Regents,

both Democrats and

Republicans (appointed Regents, not

§~

Qffi~iQ),

who felt that I

had been a good Regent in the time that I had been there.
and this is what happens within that sort of thing, made it known
to the new Governor and his people that they thought I would be a
good appointed Regent, which was at that time a i6-year
appo i rlt merit.

Was considered, and still is,

the most prestigious

appointment that the Governor of California can make, other than
possibly the Chief Justice of the State Supreme Court.
In any event, there were no regental appointments available
to the Governor immediately upon his taking office,

but he

recognized my contribution to the campaign in the sense of some
position analysis on the UniverSity, and this other activity on
my behalf,

let's say, for regental appointment. So, he appointed

me to the Coordinating Council for Higher Education, which was
the state board assigned to the implementation of the master plan
for higher education in California, which is a unique plan that
assigns arid monitors the t"oles of the University of Califc,rrtia,
the state colleges, and the community colleges.

The tht"ee

segments of the public higher education system in the state.

I

served on the Coordinating Council for awhile, and then when the
first regental appointments came up,

I was one of the first two

Regents that Reagan appointed to i6-year terms on the Board.
I then served with him on the Board of Regents, and he
looked to me as his sort of pro counsel

~!§=§=~!§

the University

of California, to a great degree, and I spent quite a little time

----~~~-----

'. ,

with him on guidance on regental matters.
and iYI betweeYI aYld SCI fc'rth,

until I

At Regents meetings

left tc. go intc. the Fedel'''al

Gc.vet"YlmeYlt.
RHG:

ThaYlk you.

I

know that was an aside,

but you've been in a very

special position to see both these two maJor Presidents at work,
and I appreciated that.
HRH:

Yeah.

I

have, of course, not worked at all with Reagan as a
My time with him was as a candidate and as Governor

c.f Cal i forYlia.

When I went into the White House, of course,

Reagan was still Governor of California.

We still had some

rapport, and there was communication back and forth.
a vet"y suppc.t"tive Gc.verYlc.l''' of PresideYlt Ni)(oYI,
strong ties during that time.

ReagaYI was

aYld we maiYltaiYled

Although he was very disappointed

that I had decided to resign from the Board of Regents.
he felt I

let him down on that,

r think

because he thought I should have

kept the Job as people earlier had.

Fred [FrederickJ Dutton, who

had been appointed by Brown, stayed on the Board of Regents even
while he was on the White House staff, with President Kennedy,
and I think also with President Johnson.
also had Fedet"al pc.sts,

Bill [WilliamJ Rc.th,

but stayed c.n the B.:.at"d of RegeYlts as aYI

appointed Regent.
I

felt there was a conflict of interest, first of all,

becal_tse one-third c.f the fl_mding of the UYliversity c.:.mes ft".:.m the
Federal Government.

I

also felt there was a conflict of interest

':'YI a personal basis in JI_tSt allocatic'YI c.f time.
to do it right, takes a lot of time, and I could see I wasn't
going to have time available.
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RHG:

At the time that the OMB plan was formulated,

Robert Mayo was the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget.

He and Nixon did not have

a very good rapport, as I understand.

Can you describe that Just

a little bit?

Then, there was a problem with forming an Office

of Management and Budget, and having Mayo as its first Director,
and maybe you could describe that, too.
HRH:

Well, my recollection ••••

Going back to the Mayo background, Bob

Mayo was, as you say, Nixe.n's first apped1'"ltrne1'"lt as dit"ecte.r e.f
the Budget Bureau.

That was an appointment that Nixon was not,

at the outset, particularly happy with.

Mayo was not really a

Nixon appointment, he was a Kennedy appointment.
Kennedy, David Kennedy, the Secretary of the Treasury.
recall,

it was almost a

g~!~

e~9

9~9.

As I

Kennedy was a highly

desired appointment as Secretary of the Treasury, and,

I think

that Kennedy almost put a condition upon his acceptance.

That

condition being, that Mayo be appointed director of the Budget
Bureau, because he, as Secretary of the Treasury, wanted a Budget
Director that he was simpatico with.

As I recall, the two of

them were associated i 1'"1 thei r banki 1'"lg careers prie.r te. celflli 1'"lg
into the government.

I may be wrong on some of that,

but that's

my recollection.
As a result, Mayo was not a Nixon person,
viewped nt.

from Nixon's

He was a Kennedy person, a David Kennedy person, who

had come in because Kennedy wanted him there, not because Nixon
had any strong feeling he wanted him there.

He became a

disputative, argumentative Budget Director, rather than a
He had some sort of petty

coopet"at ive B1.ldget Directe.r.
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characteristics that didn't ingratiate him to the President.

He

seemed very much concerned with his own position and prerogatives
and all that sort of thing, rather than with the substance of
getting his Job done.
[End cassette ,::ene, side c'l".eJ
[Begil'" cassette C'l".e, side twoJ
HRH:

We were talking about Mayo as the original Budget Director who
was going to be the head of the new Office of Executive
Ma1".agement, which became the Office c,f Ma1".agement a1".d Budget.
Mayo was not the first choice, and was not a welcome choice, to
head the new office,

because nobody felt,

I don't think--the Ash

Council people, the Nixon administration people, or anybody else
felt--that he was the person you would really want to run this
new office.

He was not a managerial type.

He did not have the

scope or the breadth of vision or the stature, or anything else,
to really bring to the new OMS what was contemplated.
The problem was, that the first step was to ••••
questic'1'" wc,uld be,
The answer is,

"Then, why wc,uld y':'l..t put him i1". tc, t"Ul". it?"

because the first problem was to get the new

Bureau born, get it through Congress, and into place.
recognized,

The 1".at ura I

It was

by the Ash Council, and by us, and by [BryceJ Harlow,

in working through his schmoozing to see how getting ready to get
this change put through, that it was going to be hard to do.
That there was a strong level of resistance within the
bureaucracy, and a bureaucracy expressing its views through the
Congressional staffs to the Congress, to making this change.
Because,

it was going to break some china,
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it was going to change

lines of communication.

It was going to change the vision and

the mission of the Budget Bureau, substantially, and the Budget
Bureau was a device the Congress used, and Congressional
committees used, to work their will,

in many ways.

that this was going to break that up.
obJectives, as a matter of fact.

It was seen

That was one of the

That obJective was clearly

understood by some of those who thought they were going to be
disabled, or disadvantaged,

by it.

So, one factor in making this change that might make it
easier was seen to be the maintenance of the present Director.
In other words, not to change the personnel of the Bureau.
the change in structure.
and people thing.

Make

Going back to the structure, process,

Make the change in structure,

but leave the

people question [for theJ end, not to fight both battles at once.
Not to fight the battle of structural change and also, try to get
confirmed a new Director at the same time,
bite at a time.

The first bite being,

but rather to take one

get the new office set up,

but leave Bob Mayo as the Director, or the Chairman, or whatever
it would be--the chief executive--of it at the outset, with the
understanding internally, at least, that that was not going to
continue.

I think that we were, as I recall, a little bit

Machiavellian in that thing in the sense that I don't think we
told Mayo that that was our intent.
I think we felt--another problem was that Mayo, as the
Director of the Budget Bureau, was not in favor of the change,
because it was changing his empire, and he didn't like that.
change him too, would have made him an active opponent of the
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To

change of the structure, and he might have been a very effective
active opponent as the incumbent.
undesirable, too.

So, that was seen as

It was seen that a way of buying his support,

perhaps, was saying that we wanted him to be the Director of the
new thing, so that was the approach that was used.

And that was

the reason for it.

RHG:

In March 1970, as I recall, President Nixon delivered an address
to Congress in which he outlined the plan.

I think he was

sending the legislation to Congress to approve the reorganization
plan that approved the Domestic Council and the Office of
Management and Budget.

I don't have the wording with me,

but in

that address he made a very clear demarcation between the areas
of responsibility of the Domestic Council and the Office of
Management and Budget.

The words were something like this:

that

the Domestic Council was to be concerned with the formulation of
domestic policy.

The Office of Management and Budget was to be

concerned essentially with the implementation and management of
domestic policy.

Ehrlichman, of course, became the first

Domestic Council--I don't know what his title was, head of the
operating part of the Domestic •••

HRH:

I think he was the Director of the Council.

RHG:

••• Council, and George Shultz and Caspar Weinberger became the
Director and Deputy Director of Office of Management and Budget.

HRH:

That was later on, though, after Mayo left obviously.

RHG:

Yes,

HRH:

He was still around in March of '70.

RHG:

Yeah.

I don't remember when Mayo left.

I Just don't recall.

Well, the Office of Management and Budget didn't actually
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become in place in law until July 1970.
HRH:

Oh, OK.

RHG:

Can you describe a bit how particularly Shultz and Weinberger
fell into place, and how they began undertaking their positions.
How they related with John Ehrlichman, and whether or not the
clear demarcation that the President had set out,

in his address

in March, was in fact followed.
HRH:

I can't very well,

because I don't have good recollections in the

mechanics of that,

because it was an evolutionary process,

in

which I was not directly involved--I was peripherally involved in
that along with everything else.

The delineation that the

President made in the thing that you're talking about,

I'm sure,

came from the Ash Council's recommendation as to how the thing
should be structured.

He was simply making his statement on that

basis.

in March, was probably at the time we

That,

I guess,

launched the program to make the change.

It had to go through

Congress, and the change was not made until July [of 1970J.

In

that process, the evolution--because even though it wasn't
statutorily changed, we were, as we've talked about earlier--from
a staff viewpoint, we were moving toward Ehrlichman taking more
responsibility, or taking lb§.responsibility, for a domestic
policy I.Il'lit.
established,

While that wasn't statutorily or officially
let's say, that g§

that direction, and we

w~re

fss12,

steps were being taken in

working on that kind of a basis.

That gave rise to--I know I had a note in March of '70, and I
dc.l'.' t

kl'lc,w whethet" tha"t; was befc.re .:.t" after the Pt"esidel'.t' s March

speech regarding the reorganization,

but a note that the

President had a terrible session with Bob Mayo,
day,

in a meeting that

in which Mayo had launched into a very petty kind of a

diatribe against Ehrlichman.

The diatribe was on precisely the

point that you've raised, that Mayo and Ehrlichman had reached a
complete impasse on the question of where policy was to be made.
Mayo's contention was that the Budget Bureau, or what was
going to become the Office of Executive Management, cannot be
divorced from policy development.

Mayo was trying to maintain

his status and his position in the process of development as well
as of implementation.

The President's feeling about that,

afterwards, was that the real problem was that Mayo doesn't
realize that policy

b~~

to be controlled by the President's men--

policy development--because it's the President's policy that's
being developed.
Budget Bureau.

The President's men are not the people of the
The Budget Bureau is basically a career staff of

people who are not the President's men.

What the President

didn't realize in making that point is that the concept of
shifting to the Office of Management and Budget was that you
would shift that concept of the Budget Bureau to where it became
more of a President's men--an organization more focused on
development and implementation of the President's policy,
delineated ••••

but

Development came from the Council, and

implementation came from the Bureau, or Office.

You need the

President's men in the implementation side, too,

but you

certainly need them in the policy development side.

That was an

issue, an issue that was battled as we went through that period.
A week after this first unpleasant session with Mayo that I
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was Just talking about, where Mayo turned the heat on Ehrlichman,
I had a talk with Mayo,

I'm sure at the President's direction.

It was the kind of thing where when the President got into
unpleasant relationships with people in his government, he
usually turned them over to someone else to handle, and I know I
got the Mayo problem to handle.

I talked to Mayo, and my

conclusion from that talk was that Mayo's real problem was a
purely personal, ego kind of thing.

It wasn't a question of

which was right and which was wrong substantively.
much power,
even went,

posture,

position did Bob

~ayo

have.

in my view, to a paranoiac concept.

It was how
Mayo's concern

He was convinced

that Ehrlichman was obsessed with a determination to acquire
total control over the government.
that was not the case at all.

Knowing Ehrlichman,

I knew

What Ehrlichman was doing was

carrying out what the President had told him he wanted done,
the way the President wanted it done.

in

Mayo was really caught up

in his own ego problem and his concern about his own status.

It

was that personal thing ••••
I think it's important to cover some of these things,
because I think it's important for people in the long haul, as
they look at government, to recognize that government is a group
of people.

Like a corporation, or a church, or a school, or

anything else, those people are human beings with human talents
and abilities, and human foibles and frailties.

Those that come

into government, maybe more than others, tend to have some of
these ego problems.

That may be the reason that a man who can

earn a lot more money, and live a much more comfortable life,
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with a lot less pressure, outside in the business world,
that up and comes into government.

gives

There's no question that most

of the people who do that are primarily motivated by a desire to
be c,'f set"V ice.

They feel they can make a real contribution to

the benefit of the nation and the world.
motivation,

I really believe that.

That's their basic

I believe that's true of most

of the people in the bureaucracy, also.

11"1 the tet"ms e,f

political appointees--the people of this kind that we're talking
about--there is also,

I'm sure,

in many of them, an ego

gratification and status building kind of thing that is also a
part of their motivation.
There's no question in my mind that it was in terms of Bob
Mayo, who was an unheard of,

unknown person in the banking world,

who had shot into great fame.

With a guy like Governor (George]

Romney, he didn't gain any fame by becoming a Cabinet officer.
don't think there was an ego thing involved in his doing it.

I
It

was an ongoing development in his career of public service.
Other people did get ego boosts from it, and Bob Mayo certainly
was one of them.
diversion,

That was part of the problem.

That's agai1"l a

but it's a point that I think you've got to recognize.

We tend to think that people go into government and become
different than they were before they went in.
everybody does become different.
as we go into any new Job,

Obviously,

Anyone of us becomes different

but our basic character is the same.

Our basic motivations and our basic way of working and way of
thinking changes some,
different people.

but it doesn't change totally.

We are different, but we aren't totally
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different people, when we come into government, or when we come
We learn and progress all the way along,

but you've got to

recognize that there are human imperfections in all human beings,
and those are going to be reflected in the human beings in
government as well as the human beings outside.
per"'fect iOYI.

Y'::OI_1 caYI't expect

You can't expect everybody--or anybody--in

government to do everything right, with the purest of motives, at
all times, with flawless execution, and Judgment that's
absolutely unimpaired in every respect.
happeYI.

It isn't going to

You fIli ght as well be ready aYld expect the imperfect iC'Yls,

and be prepared to deal with them, without getting unduly excited
about the fact that they exist,

because they're going to be

thet"'e.
RHG:

One of the most unforgettable proverbs produced by the Nixon
administration was on this topic.

It's in your Journal; I've

also seen it in Ehrlichman's notes.

I'm not sure of the period.

Roy Ash, speaking to things like the Bob Mayo problem, said,
"It's all right to be a prima donna if you can sing."

[LaughterJ

Mayo couldn't sing.
HRH:

That's right.

That's exactly right.

On the other hand,

[Daniel

Patrick] Moynihan could sing, so he could be a prima donna.
RHG:

And [HeYlry] KissiYlger.

HRH:

Kissinger could sing, so he could be a prima donna.

RHG:

Kissinger could sing a beautiful song, on occasion.

HRH:

In his own way, Ash could sing, so he could be a prima donna.
[John] Connally could sing, so he could be a prima donna.
a gc"::od pc,i nt.
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That's

RHG:

How did [GeorgeJ Shultz and [CasparJ Weinberger divide the
responsibilities at OMB when they came into place?

Did either

one of them satisfy the basic concept that OMB was created to
produce, that is, an agency that used the budget to manage?
HRH:

Shultz came in as Director; Weinberger as Deputy Director.
Shultz moved to that post from Secretary of Labor, which was his
initial post in the administration.

RHG:

AY'ld WeiY'lbet"ger frclm FTC [Federal Tt"ade ComrnissiclY'lJ.

HRH:

Weinberger had come in originally as Chairman of the FTC and
moved over to Budget from there.
Reagan's budget director,
Right,

I

WeiY'lberger had beeY'1 [RclY'laldJ

prior to that.

Rig h t --CIt" wt"I;)Y'1 g ?

thiY'lk.

RHG:

Yes.

HRH:

Because he stayed in the Federal Government after he came in,
didn't he?

RHG:

Yes.

I

think he had ••••

He had been, for a brief while,

Finance Director in California,

1 think,

for Reagan.

Federal Trade Commission position.

what's called the

Then he came to the

Stayed only about six months.

Judging from your Journal, was not happy to leave FTC after that
short an amount of time.

I

was rather surprised, actually, that

Nixon felt so strongly about him--that is, wanting to bring him
into the administration.

I

would have thought he may have been

somewhat suspect as a Reagan person.
HRH:

No, Y'IO.

WeiY'lberger was a NixoY'1 maY'l, whc"

surprised,

if you wanted to be

be surprised that Reagan took him into his

administration, not that Nixon did.

Weinberger was Republican

State Chairman or something like that at the time that Nixon ran
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for Governor.
campaign.

He was very much involved in the gubernatorial

I worked very closely with Cap during that time.

would have been a ••••
State Chairman.
Committeeman.

He was very highly regarded by ••••

He
He was

A guy named Joe [Joseph] Martin was the National
They were the two political party leaders in the

state of California at the time Nixon ran for Governor.
Weinberger very definitely was a Nixon man.
He was a San Francisco lawyer,
politics.

but also interested in

He had run or had been in Congress or in the State

legislature at some point.
RHG:

That's right.

HRH:

So he'd had some political background, on that basis.
definitely regarded as a Nixon man.
surprising.
good mind.

He was a talented ••••
An astute politician,

Cap was

It was not at all
He's a brilliant man.

in many ways.

Very

He was brought

into the Nixon administration as a part of the talent hunt for
good people.

He probably came into the FTC because it was

probably something he said he wanted to do.

I don't remember Why

he was appOinted to the FTC, but I suspect that was probably it.
He was not seen, at that time, as Cabinet level,

but was seen as

real talent for development and movement upward, within the
administration.
George Shultz had come into Labor from a position on the
faculty of the Business School at the University of Chicago.
regarded as a ••••

Nixon did not know Shultz, at all,

but he was

extremely highly recommended by people that Nixon highly
respected.

I don't remember who,
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Was

but I know that Shultz was

regarded as a real saint.

"If we can get George Shultz in the

administration, that would be a real coup."

But he came in under

the cloak of an academician, of a business school faculty.

I

forget what his labor qualifications were; there must have been
some,

labor relations, or something, qualifications that

qualified him to ••••
I

He was, wasn't he, Secretary of Labor?

Am

right, or am I wrong?

RHG:

Yes.

HRH:

That was his first appointment.

No,

that's my memory, too.
I think that's right.

Because

then we made--the second appointment was a much more labor
oriented guy, the guy that replaced Shultz.

George,

I think, was

seen as a good candidate for the OMB-type of position because of
his business school training, and his, therefore, academic
qualifications as a business manager--as a student of business
management.

That's what we were looking for was bringing the

disciplines of business management into the OMB.

Obviously,

Shultz has gone on froM there to a fantastic career in a wide
range of government posts.
I think he was seen as a very good person for OMB, and I
think Cap was seen as someone who would bring a strong political
orientation, a recognition froM his legislative experience in
California and his finance department experience in California, a
recognition of the interrelationship between government, finance,
and legislature.

Executive,

legislative, and the world of

finance--financial management and planning.

They were seen as a

very good pair to bring in, counterbalancing each other.

One

from the Midwest and one from California, and with different
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kinds of vision and scope,

but both highly qualified, highly

capable men, as individuals.
RHG:

Did Shultz satisfy the management part of OMS's mandate during
his directorshp?

HRH:

I think partly; I don't think totally.
could have, totally.

I'm not sure anybody

I think he got it off to a good start.

would be interesting to get Roy Ash's view on this,

It

because he

was the one that had the concept, and I'm not sure, totally, how
the concept was defined ••••
RHG:

Excuse me.

Ash's view is very strongly that until he became the

director of OMS, that the management side of things was ignored
totally.
HRH:

Ignored totally?

OK.

but valid, statement.
J udgmeYlt CIYI it.

I would guess that that's an overstated,
He would know; I would defer to his

I would say that he would probably be a little

more extreme than necessary in the statement of his evaluation,
and probably in the actual evaluation.

I would guess that Shultz

brought more of the desired managerial approach into it than Ash
is giving him credit for,

but less than Ash expected to be

bt"o'.tght in.
RHG:

I'm very likely overstating his position,

but that's how I

understaYld it.
HRH:

Well,

it sounds Ash-like.

that it's not ••••
did some,

It may be accurate.

I wCluld guess

A more obJective appraisal would be that he

but not as much as was hoped for,

and that that was

maybe partly because he didn't understand, or have the ability to
push it as far as he wanted.

Also, that it probably wasn't
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possible to push it as far.

Ash, with no political experience at

all, would look at something from a business viewpoint, which is,
you decide to make a change, you make the change on Tuesday, and
it's implemented on Wednesday, and you go forth from there.
government, that doesn't happen.

In

You don't move things that

easi ly.
As we've already talked about, there was strong resistance
to this change, anyway,

internally.

bureaucracy, and in Congress.

Certainly within the

I'm sure that ••••

is not a radical mover forward, anyway.
key,

Gec.rge Sh u I t z

George Shultz is a low-

"Let's get it goi ....,g a ....,d gradually movi ....,g i ....,tc. it" [type

pet.. so ....'J.

Which in many cases is a better way of achieving

change, more effectively, them saying,
gcoi ....,g t.;:. be," (ba ..... g),

"dc. it."

"This is the way it's

Shultz may well have greased the

skids for change in ways that made it easier for Ash to bring
about some of the changes he wanted to bring about when he got in
there, than would have been the case had Ash been the first
Director instead of Shultz, and had to deal with all the existing
inertia and opposition.
RHG:

All right,

let's consider OMS and the Domestic Council in place,

as being the first important reorganizational change in the
Executive Office of the President.
HRH:

OK.

RHG:

I'm not going to talk about some of the essentially efficiency
oriented changes, such as the creation of EPA [Environmental
Protection AgencyJ, and things like that.

Just to go back to

some things we were talking about in the last two days, and
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consider for a moment the part that the Cabinet had in the
e><ecut i ve braYlch.

Ni><on felt,

initially, that he was selecting a

very strong Cabinet and one that,
closely with.

As we discussed,

I'm sure, he intended to work

for a variety of reasons, members

of the White House staff were increasingly put between the
President and the Cabinet.

To the outside world it may have

looked like the President ••••

Some people may have said,

Pt"'esideYlt's beiYlg isolated by his staff,"

"The

(we talked abc.ut all

this), and others may have felt he was isolating himself with the
staff.

But there was good reason,

because of the way the Cabinet

we.t"'ked.
The second maJor reorganization proposal made by the Ash
Council regarding the Executive Office of the [PresidentJ was the
Reorganization Plan Number Two of 1971, which was the plan to
reorganize the Cabinet into four super agencies.
the names of these with me,
to stay as they were.

but the four oldest Departments were

That is, State, and Defense, and Justice,

and the Treasury Departments.

The other Departments were to be

organized into several functionally designed agencies.

I

thiy,k

they were Community Resources, Natural Resources--I'm forgetting,
but the concept is clear.
Now,

let's step away from that for Just a moment.

two of the Journal notes I have here, February 11,

On page

1970, there's

an entry that the President is intrigued by an article which
George Romney brought him about making the Government work.

Now,

this is over a year into the administration, and by this time I
think it's fairly clear that Cabinet Government is not succeeding
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in the Nixon administration.

This article, that Romney gives to

Nixon, makes the pitch for using the Cabinet Departments as the
lead agencies on programs,
staff do it.

instead of having the White House

Do you remember anything about this?

Nixon's

reading this article, or his interest in it?
HRH:

1 really don't.

It's sort of, as 1 see this Journal entry,

it

sort of strikes a distant chord, but I don't remember anything
about it.

1 see the entry the day before was that Romney left an

article on the failings of trying to run the executive branch out
of the White House.

The concern that we've got to solve some of

these problems, or it's going to build up, especially in
Ehrlichman's area,

because he's moving forward and there's

resentment of that.

[BryceJ Harlow thinks that the press is

already zeroing in on Ehrlichman because of that.
concern on that.

There was

Obviously, the article interested the

President, as he's telling me the next day, on the 11th.

He read

the article and was interested in it.
The thing of using Cabinet Departments as lead agencies,
instead of White House staff direction, applied the right way,
was exactly what we were talking about, too.

Except that you

still had to have some means of coordinating that, and of
assuring that it was following the track that the President
wanted it to follow.

That it wasn't a horse running off on its

own steam, and in its own direction.
I don't know what the article was.
that.

I can't help you on

I don't know that this was necessary ••••

that this article was,

e~~

~~,
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I don't think

the initiating force on this.

It

undoubtedly was a factor.

It was something that came up, and was

talked about at the moment.
RHG:

Do you know, was this something that Nixon, yourself, and others
in the White House staff worried about, that is, the fact that
the White House staff had a lot of responsibility and the Cabinet
clearly had,
President?

in some respects,

been put at a remove from the

Is this something that you Just kind of chronically

were worried about?
HRH:

Not in that sense at all.
The problem was there,

It was the opposite sense, really.

but it wasn't that we were worried that we

had a lot and the Cabinet didn't have any.

It was that the

Cabinet wasn't doing what it was supposed to be doing.

We

weren't getting the initiative from the place where the resources
were, and where the talent theoretically was, which was the
Cabinet Departments.

We had a very small staff.

resources compared to any Cabinet Department,

Very limited

let alone all of

them together.
The hope was that you could get sufficient control of, and
provide sufficient direction to, the Cabinet Departments that
they would develop these programs and take these initiatives, and
come up with the ideas, and carry out the implementation of their
segments of the President's overall program.

That they would try

to understand what it is that the President's trying to
accomplish; what his principles were; what his obJectives were.
Then, to evolve programs and policies that reflected those, and
then carry them out.

Get them done.

Which they had the means

and the funds to do, and the people and the talent.
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That wasn't

r- -

happening.

It wasn't terribly surprising that it wasn't

happer!i rig.

Nixon, especially, recognized that "It ain't bloody

likely it's gonna happen," because it Just doesn't.
What he was trying to do from the outset was find ways to
cause it to happen, that way, and all of the things that we did
in re-structuring, moving around, within the White House staff,
and externally, changing of both structure and process and
people--all three--was aimed at that end.

The ultimate re-

organization plan--the one that we put forth later, and that got
shot down by Congress, and that we then revised some more and
intended to implement in the second term, and announced that as
an Executive Order process, rather than a legislative process ••••
We modified it in order to not require any legislation,

but to

evolve a plan that would leave everything legislatively mandated
in position,

but would restructure it in its lines of reporting.

Change the structure and process of the existing apparatus,
without legislation,

but by Executive Order,

by Presidential

action, so as to accomplish what we were trying to accomplish,
which was a number of things.
The ultimate obJective, to get a coordinated executive
branch, moving forward together,

in devising and implementing

policies that were in furtherance of the President's overall
In order to do that, we were trying to narrow the span
One of the incredible management problems in the
executive branch is that too many people report,

by law, or

order, or Whatever, to the President of the Unitec States,
direct ly.

The heads of all the Cabinet Departments, the heads of
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many of the executive branch agencies, and,
of even the independent agencies.
places like that, who,

in a sense, the heads

The Federal Reserve,

in some ways,

and

report to the President,

although they're theoretically independent.

There are too many

people, Just in numbers of individuals, reporting to the
Pres i del"lt.

Because it's all those people,

plus the President's

own staff that are working directly with him.
The ultimate concept was to try to narrow that span of
control to a workable span of control.

To structure within the

workable span of control a rationally allied grouping of agencies
and Departments,

based on mission and capability.

ahead, with both program development and implementation,
that would further the President's program.

in ways

Get control of the

bureaucracy, to the degree that that was possible.

At I east t ':.

get some responsiveness as to carrying out the things the
President wanted carried out.
RHG:

You're referring to the so-called "Super Cabinet" proposal, which
Nixon did not like, as you point out in your notes.

HRH:

He didn't like it,

RHG:

I

HRH:

Oh, Super Cabinet name.

but he bought it.

mean the--he didn't like the proposal itself, you mean?

Or the

He had some objections to the proposal,

He had concerns about the proposal.
RHG:

What wel-"'e they?

HRH:

I don't remember.

The final proposal, obviously, he liked enough

to approve and to buy.

It was the process, as we were trying to

get to that, we had to make some cnanges to deal witn concerns
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,

I

that he had.

Super Cabinet was not the right name.

inevitable name that you come up with,

It was the

because you have to ••••

We were creating four Cabinet officers into a separate category,
and there needed to be some identification of them.
Cabinet was the inevitable,
like "CREEP"

I think,

Supel'''

but wrong, handle.

Just

[Committee to Re-elect the President] was the

inevitable but wrong name for the election Committee.
RHG:

It was catchy,

but it didn't make those who weren't in it feel

vel'''y prc,ud.
HRH:

Well,

it didn't make anybody feel very proud.

people who
eithel'''.
RHG:

~~~~

I don't think the

in it wanted to be called Super Cabinet officers

It wasn't a good term.

Do you know the origins of that proposal,

because it's quite

different from the reorganization plan that failed?
HRH:

What it did was,
failed,

it started from the reorganization plan that

or from the obJectives of that plan, and recognized that

the plan had failed,

because Congress wouldn't pass it.

That Congress wouldn't pass any plan that was sweeping enough to
accomplish what we were after.

Therefore, we had to devise a

plan--or there had to be devised a plan--that could be carried
out by Executive Order, and still not fly directly in the face of
legislative mandate.
The evolution of that plan was really worked by Ehrlichman
and a task force that Ehrlichman put together, with strong
participation, on an in-and-out basis,
staff pe':'ple.

by me, and some of my

We used our key staffs, and a lot of that, as I

recall, was done in the post-election ••••
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Some of it must have

been done prior to the election,

because we had a lot of that in

place, really, as of the time of the election.

A lot of the work

was done up at Camp David, and I have the feeling that it was
done during our month at Camp David in November of '72, right
When Ehrlichman and I, our key staffs, and

after the election.

the President camped out at Camp David, almost solidly,
Really toclk the GClverrlmerlt

apat~t,

for a

arid put it back

together, or took the executive branch apart and put it back
together, was what the plan was.
The plan itself was really the President participated on an
in-and-out basis.

I

participated more often, on an in-and-out

baSis, and it was Ehrlichman and a task force unit that he put
tClgether •••
RHG:

Of his staff?

HRH:

••• um hmn, that developed it.
staff.

tlQ£

his staff.
I.lp

clvet~

t,::tCI.

I

Now, of his staff--it was an

think he pulled some people ••••

~~

Ed Harper was of

I think Ed Harper was involved in it, and later ended

at OMB.

I

think we had somebody from OMB involved in it,

I really can't remember.

I

don't know whether anything in

my notes here gives any clues •••
RHG:

I don't think so, specifically.

HRH:

••• as to who put it all together.

Basically, that's what it was •

It was an inside White House staff program that was put together.
RHG:

Het"'e's a ••••

HRH:

CExamirles documerltJ

Now see, Nc.vember 1st clf '72, which wCluld be

Just before the election,

I had a meeting with Ash, and my notes

indicate that it was regarding a reorganization combining the
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Depart merit s.

Now, that would be our reorganization--that's the

Super Cabinet plan.

I say there that "After going around, we

came out pretty much full cycle,

back to where we pretty much are

And where I was four years ago, which is that there should
be a serlior" assistarlt for dClmest ic, Clrle f.::tr" fClrei grl, orle fc.r
economic.

We should work the other plans into that kind of

framework.

Ash is going to give the White House a week of his

work after the election, trying to get a reorganization plan
firlished. "

I don't remember--I don't know that he did.

did work with us,
RHG:

Maybe he

for awhile, after the election.

He came on the White House staff in December 1972, so it was the
I

don't really know the day.

HRH:

He did come on staff?

RHG:

Yeah.

HRH:

Full-time?

RHG:

I bel ieve so.

In December, and then beginning in early February,

he became also the OMS Director, and he also stayed as an
Assistant to the President.
were called Counsellors.

I guess the Super Cabinet people

I'm not quite clear on that.

HRH:

I

think you're probably right.

RHG:

He was one of the Super Cabinets.

HRH:

But then,

RHG:

••• no, no he wasn't.

following

Wei rlber"ger •••

my notes through ••••
I

take that back.

He was an ASSistant, and

the three Super Cabinet people were Weinberger,

[JamesJ Lynn, and

[EarlJ BI.ltz.
HRH:

Was that it?

RHG:

Um hmrn.

Ash was there, as well,
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but not representing the

Cabinet, of course,

because he was Director of OMB.

way, and maybe I'm overstating his views again,

He,

by the

but as I

understand his view, was that the Super Cabinet never had a
chance.

That it shared the fault of the Cabinet positions in

that the Super Cabinet people, the idea, although it reduced the
number of people that were reporting to the President, did not
change the fact that those people were basically representing
constituencies, and speaking for those constituencies to the
President.
HRH:

Yeah.

He may be right on that.

As I've gotten into this whole

management methodology thing in the last year,
not right for another reason.

I see that it was

Which is that there are styles of

management, and there are Departmental functions of management,
such as marketing, and sales, and production, and engineering,
and finance,

and accounting, and R&D [research and

developmentJ, and that sort of thing,

that when you're putting a

management structure together, you have to be sure to put the
entrepreneurial type people together.
oriented,

Not put a production

production style Department and people together with an

entrepreneurial type,

because the production types crush the

entrepreneurial.
Therefore, marketing and sales should never be combined,
because marketing is entrepreneurial and sales is production.
Research--R & D--or engineering, and production, should never be
combined,

because is production is production, and engineering is

entrepreneurial.

Or R&D is entrepreneurial.

accounting should never be combined,
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Finance and

because finance is

entrepreneurial, and accounting is production.

IYlstead,

if

you're going to combine any of those Departments, you should
combine sales, and production, and accounting together, and
combine finance,

and marketing, and R&D together,

because those

are entrepreneurial types that will thrive with each other,
inter-communicating.
By that theory,

looking at our thing,

together on the basis of their task,
theit~

style.

we lumped Departments

rather than on the basis of

We put the wrong ones together.

It's interesting.

I'm working now--will be working next week--with the theorist in
this field on an article that analyzes the assurance of failure
that [MikhailJ Gorbachev is going to have on his combined policy
of

g!~§ng§l

and

e§~§§l~gib~

for some of those same reasons, and

for the fact that he's allowing
before he's accomplished

g!~§ng§l,

e§~§§l~gib~,

which is the freedom,

which is structure.

He's

got to have the structure in place first to deal with the
freedom,

or he's not going to be able to handle the freedom.

That's exactly what's happening.
The Soviet press is now attacking
because they have the freedom to do it.

e§~§§l~gi~~,

What you've got to do is

first get the interests combined so that you have support within
the structure, and a structure to carry it out, and to control
it,

before you let the

g!~§ng§l,

the freedom part, take place.

We're working with the paper on that theory.
In going back, we refer to the fact that the Nixon second
term reorganization plan makes some of the same errors, not in
the

g!~§ng§~

question,

but in
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e§~§§~~gi~~,

in that the structure

That we combined the wrong elements.
by mission rather than by orientation or style.
something to that.
too,

We combined them
I th i !'"Ik

thet~e'

s

I think there's something to Ash's point,

it was doomed to failure.

That's an oversimplification,

because anything you do along that line,

in that context,

is

going to be doomed to failure.

What you've got to do is ••••

It

isn't doomed to total failure.

It's Just doomed to non-total

success, and you've got to be satisfied with some degree of
success in this kind of thing, rather than expect total success.
RHG:

Now, the other factor in this reorganization,

besides the

management work that helped to bring about at least the Super
Cabinet part of it, was the degree to which the President
I don't remember where these notes are,

but I can

recall many entries where the President is speaking very strongly
as someone who will have to run for re-election in 1972, and I
suspect under the influence of [John3 Connally, to a great
degree, that reorganization is not a good issue.
FClrget it.
cares."

Don't talk about it.

Did he ••• ?

Now,

It Just WI:I!'"I't sell.

NI:lbl:ldy

the managers are going forward with

these reorganization proposals.

Did Nixon in fact Just withdraw

from this entirely, and let the thing attenuate?
He recognized there was no political benefit to

HRH:
it.

It was something that he had to take things in proper order.

First he had to be re-elected.

Then he had to reorganize.

wasn't that he would be re-elected because of reorganizing.
RHG:

So he still believed in the concept,

HRH:

Oh, yeah.

4·7

but he •••

It

RHG:

••• Just wanted to kind of put it aside for a moment?

HRH:

Absolutely.

He believed in the concept structurally.

believe in it politically.
it.

He didn't

He didn't see any political merit in

He saw political disadvantages,

because it essentially

creates enemies.
RHG:

OK.

[End cassette one, side twoJ
[Begin cassette two, side oneJ
RHG:

Just a few last words on the structure of reorganization.
that I found an entry in the Journal here, January 9,
was on a topic we were talking about.
comment on it.

One is

1973, that

See if you have any other

Nixon speaking to Ash, who's Just recently

arrived on the White House staff, that OMB under Shultz and
Weinberger was Just a glorified Budget Bureau, with a little
management.

Ash should get a good budget man to rely on, so he

can concentrate on management.
HRH:

Any thoughts about that?

That's obviously pretty self-explanatory.

Nixon's view coincides

with what you said was Ash's view, expressed earlier, that Shultz
and Weinberger had kept it as a Budget Bureau.
view.

I

think they probably made some progress.

probably ran into some very tough buzzsaws.
Ash should get a good budget man,

I

Probably a valid
I

think they

The next point, that

assume is premised on the

thought that Ash is going to be made Director of the [OfficeJ, or
has been, at that point.
RHG:

I think the nomination had gone forward.

HRH:

So that the intent was at least there, and so the President is
really counselling Ash on how to conduct his new position as head
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of the Office.

Making it clear that he's looking to him to

exercise his management thing that the whole change was designed
to accomplish.

said Ash said, and it's ••••
were,

in fact,

It affirms what you

I think that makes sense.

I would be surprised, still,

if it

that Shultz and Weinberger hadn't done much.

Although, Shultz being as easygoing as he is, may not have been
as aggressive as clearly needed to be done because of the highly
entrenched resistance to change that,

I know,

they found in the

office.
You had a totally different kind of team.
you had Ash,

but not only Ash,

but Fred [Frederic] Malek moved

over there, who is total hardnosed management,
of them--unpolitical.
partisan politics,

In the next round

and totally--both

Shultz is not political in governmental or

but he's political in an academic--he's gone

through the academic political machine.

Weinberger is a

political guy and a lawyer, not management oriented, and was not
really in there as manage--.

Shultz was to provide the

management side, and Weinberger the financial side,
that team.

I think,

in

It may Just be that Shultz didn't really hit that

that way.
RHG:

But on the other hand, Shultz and Ehrlichman apparently had a
very good rapport.

HRH:

Oh, absolutely, and so did Shultz and I.

George was a very--he

was a good man to work with and worked well.

But he may not have

been strong enough to overcome the inertia.
RHG:

Did you have any sense in your last months in the White House as
to what kind of [an] OMB Director and Assistant to the President
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Roy Ash was, and was going to be?
HRH:

Not really.

From the time he took the post ' t i l the time I left,

r was pretty much absorbed in the problems that led to my
leaving,

and I don't think I had a lot of very clear thinking

about that sort of thing,

at that time, really, at all.

did

I

some, and obviously I was still very much involved in a lot of
the ongoing operation of the Government and the office--the White
House--but,

I

was certainly also strongly diverted.

RHG:

Yes.

HRH:

Ash is not a charismatic manager.
dogmatic,

by-the-book manager.

needed there.

He's not an inspirer.

He's a

That may be exactly what was

I would certainly think that the combination of

Ash and Malek would accomplish the changes.
to have run into, though,

The problem they had

is the problem that the entire White

House certainly--the executive branch, really--ran into.
was that certainly from March on,

Which

in '73, not only was I strongly

diverted, and Ehrlichman,

but the President was.

he was on a downhill run,

that was not always totally recognized

as such,

From then on,

r think that the weakening of the

but was frequently.

President by his having to go through all that, and then into the
impeachment thing, and then the resignation, that it made it
highly unlikely,
in

~n~

if not impossible,

for any real accomplishments,

area of the executive branch that required Presidential

shove.
Of course, the reorganization thing--the Super Cabinet
thing--fell by the wayside.

A lot of what Ash was trying to do

over at Budget may have--he may have had to totally consume his
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energies Just to hold the line, rather than to try to make any

RHG:

All right.

Let's talk a bit about infrastructure in place then.

Let's talk a little bit about some of the important changes that
occurred in staff people between late 1969 and the end of the
second term, and then at more length about the second transition
--an important transition from the first to the second terms.
Just a few.

Could you talk a little bit about [Robert] Finch's

leaving HEW [Department of Health, Education, and Welfare] and
coming to the White House as a Counsellor.
HRH:

That essentially was a personal thing.
out, really, at HEW.

Bob had burned himself

A great deal of it caused by the

frustration of not being able to do what he wanted to do, and
that caused,

in my opinion,

by the fact that Bob is,

and a lot of other people, not a manager.
a pCII icy JI::ob.

It was a management Job.

like Nixon,

The Job at HEW was not
It was, at that time,

one of the most difficult management challenges in the world.
Bob was the wrong guy to be put into it.
because that's where he wanted to be,

He was put

thet~e

but he didn't want to be

there because he perceived it as a management Job.

He waY"lted tCI

be there because he perceived it as an agency whose mission
coincided with a lot of the things Bob wanted.
He has an overwhelming interest in health, as you'll find
out when you talk with him, and in education.
me on the Board of Regents,
and

~~

He had served with

because he was Lieutenant Governor,

gffiSig, therefore, on the Board of Regents, when I was on

the Board.

Had been on the Board of Occidental College in Los
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Anageles for a long time before that.

Deep i 1'"lt et"est i 1'"1

And in the whole welfare thing,
of what to do with

~elfare.

So,

it seemed like an ideal spot for

In a substantive, creative sense,

him.

in the real challenge

it was,

but if anyone had

analyzed the accurate Job description--the need--for the
Secretary of HEW--it would not have fit Bob Finch,
Therefc.t".e, he was miscast,

by us,

in any way.

but at his t"equest--by the

President--but at his request.
That miscasting was the cause of a very difficult time for
All kinds of problems arising due to the

him as Secretary.

uprisings in the country, and the Indian uprisings, and the
welfare problems, and the welfare reform effort, and the collapse
of college administrations, and all this sort of stuff.

it ....

It would have been impossible for anybody,

it was more impossible for Bob,

It made

probably,

but

because he's very idealistic,

very mission-oriented, not structure and process oriented.

He

couldn't get to where he wanted to go.
He had been in the hospital,

He was ill.

I believe, shortly

before he left the Department.

RHG:

You're right,

HRH:

It Just became absolutely clear, we were burning the guy out, and

yes.

for his own sake, and the Department's,
be made.

both, the change should

The President didn't want to lose his participation and

counsel, so he brought him over to the White House as Counsellor
to the President, which was a post that could be whatever you
wanted it to be.
should have had,

It was a good post.

That's the kind of Job Bob

if he weren't going to be a Senator, which is
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what he really should have had.

Then, a Counsellor to the

President was the right kind of thing.

Where he could sit and

give advice and talk with people, develop policy, conduct
discussion forums, and that kind of stuff, he's marvelous.
RHG:

The impression 1 got from many entries in your Journal was that
Finch, as Secretary of HEW, was not controlling his agency in the
direction in which the administration wanted it to head.

HRH:

That's right.

RHG:

••• in the White House, could you understand?

1 mean,

Cc.uld

there was

Leon Panetta, who was in the Civil Rights Division, making
statemer.ts.

Several people in several different parts of HEW

making statements contrary to what Nixon regarded as his
administration's policy.
HRH:

That's t"ight.

RHG:

Could you all understand how Finch could let that happen, or why
he was letting it happen?

HRH:

Knowing Finch, you could, yeah.

Because, first of all,

in his

heart, Bob probably believed with his people, at least to some
degree.

In other words, he wasn't probably as strongly on the

President's position as the President and some of the people in
the White House were.

And more sympathetic, at least, to the

views of some of his people.

Secondly, Bob is, again, a

political guy, and a make things work out type guy, not a
cor.ft"ont et".

So, he's not the type to haul someone in, and chew

him out, and say,

"Shape up or ship out."

was required in some of those cases.
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Which is probably what

Or even not have to bother

talking, Just ship 'em out.
thiYlgs.

That isn't Bob's way of doing

He had some very strong people, with very strong

convictions,

in there, who were taking advantage of him.

It wasn't surprising.
frustrated the President.

Of his

It was frustrating.
There were some incidents, with

Panetta, specifically, and I think some other people, on some of
that.

In the whole school busing issue, there was an enormous

conflict between Mitchell and Finch,
side.

from the Justice

~~~~y~

HEW

There were a lot of areas of that kind, and there problems

of that kind.

They are.se ••••

I'll still go back to the fact

that Bob was miscast.
RHG:

All \""'ight.

He was brought into the White House in June,

1970,

The impression that I got from your

and made a Counsellor.

Journal was that he never found a role as a White House
Nixon, time and again,
se.meth i Ylg fe.r Bob."
Ame\""'icaYI t\""'ip.

I

"We have to find

think at one point he was sent on a South

Essentially,

more than anything else.
HRH:

is saying,

it was Just to tour the country,

What was the problem there?

The problem was Just what it was stated.
something suitable for him to do.

We Just never found

The issues were such, and the

things that were taking the President's attention, that the
President wasn't using Bob as a direct Counsellor very much.
I think that was the main problem,
RHG:

t

probably.

One thing that comes up, time and again,
FiYlch e.ut e.f Calife.rYlia."
know why?

is Nixon saying,

"Get

That was Calif.=.\""'YJia pe.litics.

Do you remember why?
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HRH:

Hmm.

I'm not sure why.

I'd have to get a context, or something.

I don't remember it.
RHG:

Well, we'll let that go.

When Finch came to the White House,

there [wereJ some others ••••
this.

I'm not quite sure of the timing of

Essentially, a new White House staff group [was] formed,

which Y':'I.t called "FRESH", which was Fil"lch,
Ehrlichman, Shultz, and yourself.

[O':'l"laldJ Rumsfeld,

How did this group work

together, and how long did it work together?

I think,

if I

remember right, the President was very eager about working with
this new group of people.
HRH:

FRESH was an apt acronym.

It not only was the first letters of

everybody's last names, so it worked that way,

it also was sort

of the concept of bringing some fresh thinking in.
PresidentJ was looking to it, for one thing,
what we were talking about yesterday.

I thil".r< [the

for a lot of these,

The ideas and approaches

that would affect public opinion favorably in various ways.
Things that we could be doing, or ways that we could be doing
them.
I don't exactly remember what the FRESH group was supposed
It seems to me that the FRESH

It did meet--I'm not sure.
group met--I know we met,
regularly for awhile,

from time to time.

I thil"lk fairly

but probably not for very long.

to me it was sort of to deal with

~~

It seems

bQS situations as they came

There would be something before us, and the FRESH group
would sit down and ponder it, and decide ••••

Think through ways

of approaching it, or how to deal with it, or something like
that.

I can't remember whether it got into trying to evolve

I

I

I

I

I
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long-range things.

I think it was more evaluative and

~~

b2S in

nature, and was really Just a collection of people in whom the
President had great confidence to deal with problems or
opportunities as they came along.
That's not a very good answer.
car. dc.,
RHG:

That's about as [weill as I

I thir.k.

There's an entry August 9,

1970, a bit further down this page,

about Ehrlichman's feeling that the President has lost confidence
in him.

That Ehrlichman hadn't seen the President for a month.

HRH:

AI.:.ne.

RHG:

Was he in fact frozen out, or was that Just a misunderstanding?

HRH:

I think it was a combination.
freez i r.g c.ut.

I think there was some degree of

There were times the President would go up and

down, and people on the staff would go up and down.
through exactly these same kinds of things.
to find them in the notes.

You should be able

Frequently with Kissinger.

Fairly

frequently with Harlow in the time that Harlow was on the staff.
Occasionally with Moynihan.

Actually,

probably with everybody,

in one form or another, as we went along.
First of all, these people tend to get absorbed in their
areas of responsibility, and that is not necesarily the area in
which the President is absorbed at any given time.
saying it happened this way,

but this could have been a period

where the President was absorbed with foreign policy matters, or
something with Kissinger, and Just didn't have, or want to take,
the time to get into Ehrlichman's areas of interest, concerns,
whatever.

It could have been where ••••
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I notice this talk was

regarding desegregation.

It could have been that Ehrlichman was

pushing a view, or an action, on desegregation, that the
President didn't want to follow,

and didn't want to hear more

Therefore, was Just keeping John out of the play
for that reason.
He does say here he hasn't seen the President alone for a
mely,th.

He doesn't say he hasn't seen the President.

was in lots of meetings with the President.
\

there is, he didn't have a chance to,

I'm sut'e he

What he's sayi y,g

face-to-face,

go through

his problem with him, or to confront him with whatever it was he
wanted.

As I recall, this was a period where there was some

val idity.

Where Ehrlichman was being somewhat frozen out, and I

can't rememember why.

Whether it was because he didn't want

Ehrlichman in, or whether it was because he Just was absorbed in
selmethiy,g else.

It was one or the other,

in some way.

This kind of problem I tried to solve myself.
that ••••

In the first place,

It was elr,e

I knew time solved most of these.

It was a matter of riding them through.

In the second place,

didn't want to bother the President with them,

I

because we ought

to be able to take care of this kind of stuff on our own.
Sometimes, specifically, the President had ordered me not to
bother him with them.
b'_tt he said,

He knew there was a problem with somebody,

"Ye,u take cat'e elf it ...

My solution this time, however, was to confront the
Pt"es i d er,t •

In other words,

I assumed the reason for that--and I

think I'm probably right--was that I felt John had some merit to
what he was saying.

Quite possibly it was something that I had
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raised with the President, and hadn't been able to successfully
get the President to focus on.

Consequently,

I felt the

President deserved a confrontation, and we needed to work it out.
In any event,

I suggested that we confront the President with it.

The upshot was a three hour talk with the President at Camp
David, during which John laid out his whole problem.
to the President.

John's good at that.

Explail"led

He doesn't pull punches,

so I'm sure he did lay it out very clearly, and the President,
step by step, shot down John's problem.
about this,

II

al"ld "This is the reaSOl"1 fc.r that."

dealt with the issues that John raised.
pretty much.

Step by step,

Answered John's concerns

I notice that the basic subject area was apparently

desegregation.

In the process the President covered with John

his concerns about liberal appointments to the [desegregation]
commissions, and overreaction in the South, and all that.

The

President took the time, went through it.
respect for John, and that's why I would bring a confrontation
like this ab.:.ut.
John's confrontations were not petty, normally.
Harlow's were superficial.
felt we ought to be able to deal with.
substantive,

first of all.

obviously was,
all.

Those were things I
John's,

in this one, was

Probably with enough validity--and

because it took a three hour talk going through it

It was productive for the President to do that.

useful implement in the President's apparatus there.
[conducive] to good business to let something like that fester.
Normally, though, that kind of problem, as I said, did resolve
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itself in time.

It was better Just to let it lie, and let it

work itself out.
RHG:

There's a, to me, quite remarkable entry on September 12,

1970,

Now, remarkable because this is not

at the bottom of this page.

yet two years into the administration, and it reads like this [in
"The President agr~es with my [Haldeman's) idea that we
should shoot generally for replacing all key people by mid-'73.
And then really charge ahead to accomplish something during the
first half of the second term ••••

IYI the

Fun to contemplate.

meantime, should gear everything to '72 re-election, and winning
CCIYlgress."

The thing that seems really even sad abclut th is is

that Nixon is not yet two years into his Presidency.

He

appareYltly is SCI diseYlchaYlted with his admiylistratioYI that he
wants to replace every key person.
HRH:

Oh, no,
place,

Could you comment on that?

I think that's misreading this, totally.
it was my idea that he agreed with.

In the first

It wasn't the

President expressing disenchantment with people.

The cOYlcept

there was that people get stale in positions.
necessarily firing everybody.

It was replacing in the sense of

what we actually set out to do, and that ••••
that we were in this much specific detail about a procedure that
we implemented,

in November of '72.

When we asked everybody in

the office to submit his resignation.
This was a Harlow theory, that Bryce expounded very
strongly, that he had developed over his years in Government.
Which was that all people in key positions should be moved at
least CIYICe every three years.
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That's career people as well as

appointed people.
effect,

His idea there was that that would have the

first of all, of freshening.

In other words, you move

people out of things that they've become stale and bogged down
in.

Inevitably in Government, you do get bogged down,

whatever you're trying tel do.

in

Nothing ever seems to get worked

out as fast and in the way that you want it to.
Also,

it would have what Bryce saw as a very beneficial ••••

And I think this was a very insightful thing ••••

Did I talk

about this in the earlier (interviewJ?
RHG:

I don't think so.

HRH:

Saw as the benefit of breaking up the interrelationships between
bureaucratic staffs, Department and agency staffs, and (Capitol)
Hi 11 staffs.

Bryce felt that there was a very bad,

long term,

very solid "you scratch my back and I'll scratch yours",
help me and I'll help you,"

gy!~

e~Q

"you

gYQ kind of relationship

between an agency staff and a Hill staff concerned with the same
area that the agency was concerned in.
because of this

gy!~

e~Q

That enabled them,

gYQ relationship, and,

because of their

long term knowledge of the game, to very effectively get control
over the areas of their operation, to the extent of eliminating
the Congressman's control at the legislative end, and the
Presidential appointee's control at the White House end, at the
execut i ve eY'ld.

Bryce saw the every three-year, shift everybody

around to a new Job ••••

Move everybody on the staff to someplace

else, so that their interface on the Hill would be someone
different than they have now.
again,

So they'd have to start allover

build a new relationship.
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He saw that as a very healthy

th i Y'.g.
I can see a lot of merit to that.
time, and still d.:.es,

It appealed to me at the

iY'. thinkiY'.g ab.::out it.

It isn't practical,

obviously, and you couldn't do it in totality,

but you could have

that kind of thought in mind, and make changes on a periodic or
continuing basis that would be designed, among other things, to
break up those relationships.

Especially if you could detect

where they were particularly tight and constricting.
I don't think at all that this reflects any feeling on the
President that nobody was any good; we've got to get a whole new
batch.

It certainly didn't on my part.

I had no thought there

that everybody should leave the Government.
ought to be replaced; re-positioned,
way of saying that.

It was that they all

I guess would be a better

So that they had a fresh look at things.

You promote some people.

As we got into--I can't claim having

thought this in 197121, but I know I was thinking it in 1972, at
the time we actually did this.

I knew that there were a lot of

people who wanted to leave the Government,

but who felt they had

to stay through the first term, through the election, out of
loyalty to the President.

That it would look bad if they packed

up and left before the election.

But that they wanted to get

back to business, or school, or whatever it was they were doing.
At all levels:
guys.

not Just the top people,

but some of our young

A young guy that had been in there for four years, at age

2121, had used up f'::O'.tt" yeat"s--if he didn't waY'.t tel speY'.d his life
in Government--he would have the feeling he better get back to
business some time pretty soon, or it's all going to pass him by.
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Some of the guys wanted to do that.
I wanted to make it easy for those people that wanted to
leave, to leave.

Also, to make it easy for those people whom we

wanted to leave--to be fired--out of the Government.
a number of categories of people.

There were

There were the people who

wanted to leave Government that we didn't want to lose.
would want to try to keep in.

That we

By moving them to a better Job we

might be able to keep them in.

Number two, there were people who

waY',ted tCI leave Gt:lvet"nMent that we wet"e J '.ISt as happy t.:. have
leave.

Or at least willing to have leave.

that we would fight,

They weren't so good

bleed, and die to keep theM there.

Made it easy for theM to go.

So this

It also Made it easy for the ones

we wanted to Move up to Move out of where they were, and up.
NUMber three, were the people who wanted to stay,
to try sOMething else.
that:
now,

but wanted

A lot of people had talked to Me about

"I love being here,

b~t

I'd like to--I'M in Transportation

but I'M bored with Transportation.

I'd like to go over to

HUD [DepartmeY',t c.f Hc,usiY',g aY',d Ut"ban Devel':'pMeY',tJ aY',d see what I
could do over there."

So, the people that wanted to stay,

but

wanted a change.
to Move up, Make progress.
onward in staying.

Feel that they were Moving

That four years was a long tiMe in one Job.

Then, there were the people that wanted to stay that we
didn't want to stay.
Made it easy on that.

That we wanted to get rid of.
Because it Made it appear that they were

leaving of their own volition, and that they weren't standouts in
leaviY',g.

Everyone resigned; they went ahead and did it.

It
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took some of the dark cloud off of the presumed disgrace of being
fired.

Also,

it gave us the clean slate to try and write not

c.nly a new str"'.lct',u"e, al'ld I'.ew pr"c.cess,

but a I'.ew pec.plil'lg .:.f that

structure and process into place.
That was the r"eas':'1'1 fe.r the "Ever"ybc.dy r"esi gl'l," al'ld we made
it clear to people.

It always has been portrayed as this brutal

thing; this cold, heartless thing.

We said immediately,

"We

don't expect you to be leaving Government; we want resignations
in hand from everybody."

The President said this to the Cabinet.

They wanted it from all of their people.

So that, there would be

no stigma attached to moving people around; moving them up; down;
Ol"lt; and e.ver.

Also,

an immediate part of that thing was,

we

wanted to know from the people, along with their resignation,
wanted the information from them:
Government?";
be?"; al'ld,

RHG:

(C)

(B)

"If so,

(A)

we

"Would you like to stay in

is there a particular place you want to

"Do yc.u wal'lt te. stay where ye.1,.\ are?"

I think because of the darker side of Nixon, the way that he
would respond to some people, some institutions,

it's very

tempting to read some of that vindictive quality into this
change.

And there was some.

There was a group of "bad guys"--

that's your term--that you wanted to get rid of.'
1970:

"Plans for after November.

al'ld excess baggage."

S.:.,

October 15,

Getting rid of the bad guys

ther"e was al'l element e.f that il'l ther"e,

but •••

HRH:

Abse.l'.lt ely •

RHG:

••• there was also much else.

HRH:

Um hmm.

That, he.wever", was gett i I'lg r"id c.f the "bad guys" il'l
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NClvembet" of '70, after the C':'y,gt"essi,:,Y,al elect iCIY,s.
the looking forward to the second term.
RHG:

Right.

HRH:

That was laying the grouy,dwork fClr the re-elect ielY' pet"it:,d.

RHG:

Here's an interesting entry somewhat before the big transition,

I '.ly,det"st and.

in the end of '72.

This is April 6,

page of the second group.

"Ni XCIY,:

1971.

It's on the first

It's time to ruthlessly weed

CII.tt all those who will Ylot staYld strc'Ylgly behiYld us."
specifically mentions Finch,
MacGregc,r.

[Donald] Rumsfeld, and [Clark]

Then he makes a very poignant remark,

of the staff are here because of what they did.
because of what I did.

He

I think:
They're het"e

I shall not go forward with anyone who has

I way,t them all weeded out wi th in th it"ty days."
Any comments about that one?
HRH:

That's one of the ones like "Give a lie detector test to
It's veYlt i Ylg

everybody in the State Department worldwide."
spleey,.

That isn't to say that it's totally meaningless.

to say that it isn't meant literally,

It's

but it is expressing

frustration with what he perceived at that point.
what the specifics were.
MacGregor, as named,

The failure of Finch,

Rumsfeld, and

to stand strongly behind some administration

position on something.

Each of those guys was a Congressional,

political type person.

Rumsfeld and MacGregor had both been in

CCIYlgt"ess.

They were pacifiers and mediators,

chat"get"s.

Obviously, they hadn't....

speci fico

I don't know what it was,

something that triggered this.
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rather than

It was probably some
but I suspect that there was

That it isn't Just a general

On some issue--school desegregation, or clamping
down on the campuses, or the Cambodia invasion--there was
something, where these guys hadn't performed in as noble a
fashion as the President would have liked.
they won't stand behind us,

then they can get out.

here because of ••••
here because of what they did.
did.

They're here because of what I

I'm not going to go forward with anyone who's shown

weakrless.

II

It's a general statement.

II

I warlt them all weeded

and did not execute it as, an order to me to fire these three
people and ever body else who hadn't stood up with him,
I did read it as an expression of current

thit"ty days.

dissatisfaction with those people's performance,

RHG:

within

in some way.

Would you describe the idea of disloyalty as a leading motive
behind the second transition period turnover, or Just one of

HRH:

Just one of many.
maybe more,

It was not--it may have in one, or two, or

individual instances,

been the leading, or the sole,

If it were true, and blatant disloyalty, or if it were
someone who he felt clearly could be counted on to do the wrong
thirlg, always.

Then it could have been the major factor.

general sense, though,

Irl a

I would say it was a factor.

question, that was weighed into the mix.

Someone who was clearly

disloyal, would be a prime candidate for removal.
was questionably loyal in certain areas,

it would depend on how

his positives balanced that negative, as to whether you do
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____________ J

I

s,='met h i YI g •
RH8:

[William] Rogers and Volpe might be in that category.

HRH:

No,

because I don't think in either case,

a loyalty question.

I don't think there was
Vc,l pe,

There it was a performance question.

really,

it was more a personal one.

R,::oget"'s,

it was ••••

He was annoying.

Rogers's performance,

With

in a lot of cases ••••

Well, there were a lot of factors in the Rogers thing.

Rogers

did not strongly take command of the State Department, and form
it into the mold that Nixon wanted it.

The intention,

under the

reorganization--I did cover this in the earlier thing, didn't 1?
What we were going to do at State?
RH8:

I dC'YI't t"'ecall.

HRH:

Because the intention there, Bill Rogers ••••
disappointed in Rogers,

in some ways,

because he didn't stand up

and strongly re-mold the State Department.
any kind of weeding out of the ••••
question in the career levels.

NiXOYI was

He didn't carry out

And there loyalty was a

He didn't weed out, or move into

Siberia, the people that Nixon felt were clearly disloyal and
disrupt i ve.

We got into a lot of stuff in the Rogers-Kissinger

battles that were really very petty on both guys'
t,=, say.

I've got

They were ego and status kinds of things, which I had no

patience with.

To me that was little kid stuff, and these guys

should have been big men.
stuff.

parts,

And it happened both ways.

Who gets to go off the plane first.

the number one seat at the table, and stuff.
was vel''''y ••••

Petty

Who gets to sit at
The plan, and Nixon

One of the failures of the first term, and Vietnam

was a maJor factor,

was the failure to reorganize the State
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Department, which he had very much vowed he was going to do.
was one of the,

It

therefore, maJor missions for the second term,

and the steps to be taken, and the process that was going to be
taken, there was

n~~~~

Secretary of State.

any thought of Kissinger being made

Which ultimately he was.

But that was not

the plan, at all.
RHG:

Supposed to be ••••

HRH:

Nixon totally reJected the thought, all the time I was there, of
Kissinger as a possibility, even,

for Secretary of State.

The

thought was that Ken (KennethJ Rush would be made Secretary of
State.

Rush having been Ambassador to Germany, and having been a

law professor at Duke (UniversityJ Law School when Nixon was a
student there.

He was Nixon's law professor, and Nixon had an

enormously high regard for Rush.
State, as the figurehead,

He was to be made Secretary of

and the negotiator, and the ceremonial

diplomat, and all that sort of thing.
of the Secretary of State.

But not looked at as the guy to do

anything with the Department.
was to be Bill [WilliamJ Casey.
accepted with relish,

As one of the maJor roles

Under Secretary for Administration
Bill Casey's task,

which he

was to tear apart the State Department from

stem to stern and put it back together the way the President
wanted it.

And Bill Casey would have done it.

Unfortunately,

that, among other things, was one of the casualties of the thing.
I had to go to Rogers and ask him to resign as Secretary of
State.

That was a very ticklish and difficult thing.

The

President wanted it right away, and Rogers negotiated a delay on
it, so it wouldn't appear he was being dumped in the
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Kissinger was furious at that,

because the

President had committed to Kissinger that Rogers would be gone at
the start of the second term.
RHG:

A couple of individual questions.

Nixon felt that Pat [Patrick]

Buchanan should leave the White House staff,
HRH:

Where's that?

RHG:

Mat"ch 5,

1972.

beginning •••

need to get that in context.

I

r don't know exactly the

Buchanan now,

relationship between the first incident, and Nixon's desire to
get him off the staff, which r think was somewhat broader,

but

Buchanan was apparently very much opposed to the opening to [the
People's Republic of] China, or at least to some things in the
Shanghai Communique.
HRH:

He was opposed to what he believed was the sellout of Formosa.

RHG:

Then, on March 5,

1972,

there's an entry:

Buchanan should be on the White House staff anymore.
will poison the well.

He sh.:.uld gc. t.:. CRP."

That he

Abc.ut the same

time--it's a little later, actually, and I don't know any context
for this--Nixon decided that Colson would have to leave the White
H.:.use.

That he Just couldn't keep ••••

He wanted Colson to set

up a private law firm, outside the White House, and conduct a lot
of the political business that he was ••••
HRH:

Two totally different things.

We shouldn't put them in the same

bag.
RHG:

OK.

HRH:

Let me deal with the Buchanan one,
different in every respect.

because they are totally

They're similar in the sense that

both of them were externally controversial guys.
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They bc.th had

very strong views, and expressed them in very pungent ways, and
consequently were controversial.

So there's that similarity.

But the cases are totally different.
March thing,

The Buchanan thing,

in this

is totally within the context of his lack of support

for the Shanghai Communique.

The threat, either implicit or

explicit, and I'm not sure--I don't remember which it was--that
he was going to publicly disassociate himself from the President
on that.
The President regarded that as an unforgivable, arrogant
example of disloyalty in the White House staff.
a person who was entitled to,

Buchanan was not

publicly, or even consider

publicly, expressing any disagreement with the President.

That

he was a creature of the President, and that was his role,

and

that if he had that strong a ••••

In the first place, he had

nothing to do with the Shanghai Communique.
responsibility for it.
disassociate himself,

He had no

Therefore, no reason to have to
unless he (Buchanan] felt it was so

important, that he felt he could no longer be associated with an
administration that would take that position.
resign on moral grounds, or something.
get out.

On that basis, he should

I think that's where the President's saying,

Buchanan's got any •••• "

was no secret.

"If

He also knew that Buchanan was a highly

articulate and voluble spokesman.

House,

And he had to

When Buchanan had a view,

So he knew that he would be around the White

"poisoning the well", as the President put it.

And he

didn't like that.
So,

his view was, that he should move out of the White
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it

House staff, over to the Re-election Committee.
some other pluses to that.

N,:)W,

thel"e are

Buchanan is a marvelous political

speechwriter, and a guy who could provide rhetoric for the
campa i gY'l.

For himself and for others,

for campaign

communications, and all that sort of thing.

It could very well

be, that his value would be much greater over there, during the
re-election period.

We're only nine months from the election.

We are setting up the re-election staff; the Committee to Reelect is already in place.
well as a negative move.

So,

it might be a positive move, as

The upshot of that was that the next

day, Buchanan told me he had decided to stay on the White House
staff.

That he would do the cause more good by staying on the

inside than going out to the Re-election Committee.
~o

words, he didn't want
Si bel"ia.

be sent out to what he viewed as

The President's reaction to that was not one of

particular pleasure,

because at that point he was still rankled

by Buchanan's uprising.

That all simmered down,

I'm sure.

[I Y'lt el"I"I..Ipt i CIY'I]
The Colson one,
on this?

I don't remember what ••••

Oh yeah, here it is.

the elect iOY'I.

Is thel'''e a thiY'lg

November 10--that was right after

There was, at that time, starting to be some

concern, and I still, to this day, don't know how deep it is, and
it gets into all these guessings about Watergate.

\

Thel"e was

concern as to what Colson's role in Watergate and the other, what
were starting to become--developed as--White House horrors, and
that kind of thing ••••
little bit later.

r don't think that happened until a

There was an evolving thing that I sensed as
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the President's not knowing what Colson's involvement might be.
I certainly didn't know.

Both the President and I had enormous

respect for Colson's ability to get involved in things that you
might not want him involved in.

I had had to call Colson up

short several times on specific things that he had been involved
in.

Where he moved beyond the bounds of where I felt,

where the President felt that he ought to be.
was ••••

and/or

I thiYlk there

After the election, there was--I remember--that there

was a growing thing that we've got to get Colson out of here,
because if he is tied to this,

in any way,

we must not have him

in the White House when it becomes known that he's tied to it.
The same applied to Dwight Chapin,

incidehtally.

no tie, no contact with Watergate, at all.

thing,

He did have aYI

but that was totally unrelated to Watergate.

that Chapin should get out,

He had had

It was felt

because if he were out, as a private

person somewhere else, and then were attacked with this,

he would

not be a focus of harm to himself, as well as to the White Hosue.
Dwight did leave, on that basis.

I don't know what Colson did.

It was a tough thing for Dwight

I guess he left, too, didn't

he?
[End cassette two, side oneJ
[Begin cassette two, side twoJ

RHG:

Colson, as I remember,
Heluse.

resisted being removed from the White

[IJ Just remember from your Journal here.

until March [1973J,

Stayed elYI

but his staff was taken away, and he was
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----------------

moved over into the West Wing,
leave,
HRH:

Well,

I

think, and he did not want to

I

see this first note was on athe

is the impression I got.
following my notes here,

10th of November, which was right after the election.

"The

President's talking about moving Colson to Congressional
Relations staff, or outside to set up a law firm and work on
New MaJority proJects," which is what the President was leaning

expand Colson's reach.

Doesn't want him in the White House, the

Labor Department, or the [RepublicanJ National Committee.
says,

'Let's make Colson our Clark Clifford.'

He

He'd set up a law

firm outside, and be the man to see for labor, and the Secretary
of Labor would be Colson's man, Colson's contact.
wants to talk to the President about labor would go through
His fit"m would be cC'l..lY'Isel tc. the Natic'Y'lal CC'Jnmittee.
Get the Milk Producers.

Break with the Business Council.

Tie

(That was the
businessmen's support group.)

"Have media, aY'ltitt"ust, aY'ld tax
work in the New American MaJority

departments in the law firm;
Pt"C'J ect. "

This was Nixon evolving a thought of a way,
believe in this case,

Although, the earlier thing,

connotation to it, too.
Colson to leave now.

honestly

it was not a way to get rid of Colson,

was a way to use Colson more effectively_
appt".::oach.

I

I

it

That it was a positive
think, had a negative

TheY'1 I see C'Y'I the 15th,

"Nixc'Y'1 waY'lts

He won't fit in the reorganized White

Convince him to leave now."
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He told me to talk to him,

a~d

him that the

co~vi~ce

and that he's

determi~ed

Preside~t

~eeded

him

o~

the outside,

to get politics out of the White House.

They, 1 see c.y, the 16th, a day later,

I'm t.::. "persuade Cc.lsc.y,

tc. leave y,.:.w ar,d begir, a r,ew .:.utside assigr,mer,t."
obviously a
dc.esr,' t

co~ti~ui~g

issue.

war,t t.::. leave r,c.w."

doesn't want to leave,

Ther, 1 see on the 17th,

but Nixon

wa~ts

him out now.

"Colsc.r,

Nixon wants to set him up

[I'm] to talk to him and be very tough."

next day, Nixon says,
now,

"C.:.lsc.r,

Obvic.,.lsly l' ve tal ked tc. him, ar,d he

wants to stay another six months.
the c.utside.

This is

o~

Then the

"We're going to announce Colson's departure

but say it will be effective March 1st, because the

President wants him to aid in the reorganization, and then move
him i y,tc. the West Wi r,g. "

In other words,

let him sit in the West

Wing for awhile--I think that was a pat to him--and then move him
In other words, you move him up, and then move him out.
That was the evolution of that,
in the Colson case.
Watet'gate.

Two,

but the motivation was dual

One, the concern about his ties to

I think a very valid feeling that he could be

more productive, more useful, on the outside, than he could be
i r,side.

Even if he had no tie to

I really think that was true.

Watergate.
On the Buchanan

thi~g,

a parallel similarity.

The

it turns out there is another sort of
motivatio~

was dual there, also,

the negative one there had nothing to do with Watergate.

It was

the Shanghai Communique attitude, which Just rankled Nixon.
that's the

ki~d

of thing that goes away.

But

The positive thing was,

maybe he would be better over at the Re-election Committee,
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but

working on the campaign, than at the White House:
effect ive.

I would guess, had we done that,

mClre

he would have moved

over there on assignment, and moved back to the White House after
As it turned out we didn't do it at all.
RHG:

Can you remember an instance or two of something Colson did that
you had to call him up on?

HRH:

Boy,

I cay,' t.

You mentioned that.

There are a couple, and I think I've written about

them somewhere else.

I

may be able to dredge them up out of some

of the other stuff I've got.
RHG:

All

HRH:

Nothing comes immediately to mind.

t~ight.

I don't remember why,

but I

remember that Colson violated, and I caught him at it, my
absolute law in the White House, which is that nobody in the
White House is ever to say to anybody in the White House, or
c".ltside,

"The Pt"esidey,t way,ts this dCIY,e."

Uy,less,

in fact,

clearly and specifically, the President has said to you,
this d,:,y,e, ay,d I way,t YCI'.I tCI cart"y it 1:lut as my wish."

ay.d

III want
CCllsl:,Y,

used the liThe Pt"esidey,t way,ts this dl:ly,e" thiy,g iy, the Wt"Cly,g way-violated that law--and I really chewed him out.
very tough, head-on seSSions,

We had several

because Colson was a tough guy.

He was a guy that you'd tell him,
missic,Y"" ay,d by golly, all he says is,

"Burn down the

"Whet"e's the gas,:,liYle?"

NI;:' thctI.lght clf "Shcluld we get the statues Clut first?",

Clt~

aYlythiy,g

else.
I had spent a lot of time with Colson, working on how to
Making the point to him of the necessity of
disobeying some Nixon orders.
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He

I urged him,

because he didn't

know Nixon all that well and all, and because he had this
tendency to overreaction
cart~ied

a~yway,

to talk with me before he

c.ut aYIY quest iC'Ylable c.rder, s.:. that we would be

he was doing what the President wanted.
that,

sut~e

that

Well, he didn't like

because he treasured this direct relationship.

I

~

particularly noble motive.

Which was that I spent hours and

hours and hours, as my notes show, or at least somewhat indicate,
and as the [White HouseJ tapes will show, sitting with Nixon.
Usi Ylg up time.

Being a sounding board, or a listening board.

It

was time that often really frustrated me, to have to spend
sitting in with Nixon, with the President, when I could be out
getting things done that needed to be done.
problems that needed to be handled.

Or dealiYlg with

Consequently, when Colson

came along, here was a guy that in one area, which was one of the
areas I had to sit and listen to, was these attacks.

These

things [likeJ "I want everybody out in thirty days," and that
kind of stuff, that Nixon found a kindred spirit in Colson.
EnJoyed going through that with him, as he did with me.
was willing to do a lot of that with Chuck.

I encouraged that,

because it gave me time not to have to be with Nixon.

Tc. dc.

other things that were more important to do.
But I knew that it was also important that the President
have somebody he could sound off to, and Chuck filled a gap
there.

The danger was that he would carry out things that

shouldn't be carried out.

I tried to circumvent that danger.

I've always wondered to what degree Watergate was a result of my
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letting that go too far.

Something that ••••

Obviclusly,

HowardJ Hunt was Colson's guy, and I don't know ••••
don't know what put watergate together.

I

(E.

still

Whatever it was,

I've

always wondered, and I've always had the feeling that the
President wl::'YIClel'"'ed, what CI::.lscIYI'S rClle lI\las.

Or maybe knew what

Colson's role was.
RHG:

There's one entry about Colson,
toward the end of your Journal.
sect iOYI.

Apri I 23,

1973:

if I can find it here.

It's

It's in, actually, the Watergate

"Nixon is very concerned about Colson.

Nixon told (RonaldJ Ziegler he talked to Colson yesterday, and
had Ziegler call him.
him again, at all.
Colson is.'"
HRH:

Hmm.

Then, Nixon told Ziegler not to talk to

And said,

'I know now what kind of a man

Do you know the background of that?

I don't remember that.

we got into that area,

The problem,

in the Journal, when

I wrote stuff sort of cryptically

sometimes, figuring I would understand it, and other people like
you wouldn't, which is exactly what I wanted to have happen.
Now,
it,

I

don't understand it either.

You get so far removed from

it doesn't make any sense to me either.

RHG:

Yeah.

HRH:

I'm trying to send myself a message there of some kind.
remember what it was.

RHG:

Ni XCIYI appareYlt ly had had a cOYlversat ion with CI::'I SOYI aYld, clf
course, the feeling I get was, that Colson •••

HRH:

Thl'"'eat eYled him.

RHG:

••• double-crossed, something, that was very, very bad from
Nixon's point of view.

As an extreme act of disloyalty, at
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least.
HRH:

Yeah.

RHG:

There was another instance where--if I start looking for this,
might take awhile,
and that was,

but I remember basically what was going on--

Colson had talked to [JebJ Magruder.

during the Watergate problems,

too.

story about a number of things.

This was

Magruder kept changing his

This,

particularly about you,

and I guess Colson thought you and he were together.
and Colson were together.
with Magruder,
clear.

it

I mearl,

y.:.I.1

Colson told you that he had had a talk

and that somehow the talk indicated that you were

Arid he had tc.ld Ehrlichmarl, c.rl the same t':'pic,

earlier conversation,

[irl arlJ

that he had a recording of the conversation

You were very excited about that; Ehrlichman had
told you about this,

already.

Sc.,

I'd I ike to heal"
well,

no,

YC.I.I said,

the recc.rdiYlg."

he doesn't have a recording.

t l"aYISCl" i pt •

y.:.u said,

"All l"ight,

tl"aYlscl"ipt."

AYld he said,

"Well,

tl"aYlscl"ipt."

TheYI YC.I.I said,

well,

I l-t.rl':Ow yc.u've
C.:.lsc'YI said,

But he's g.:ot a

I'd like tc. see the
s.:omeb.:.dy else has g.:.t the

"Well, all l"ight.

wh.:.ever's gc.t it t.:. get i'l:; back t.:. y.:.I.I,
he said,

"Well,

C.:.I.lld Y':'I.I ask

SCI I c.:.I.lld see it?"

TheYI

he's not sure he can do that.

that?
HRH:

S':'l"t c.f,

RHG:

How did you feel about that?

yeah.

HRH:

Obviously not very good.
there,

and it's hard to hit a point,

the cC'Yltext.

There's such a sequence

without going through all

To know what was happening at that moment.
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---------------

that,

I remember, that there was a lot of sort of flip-flopping

on Magruder's part.
say.

You never knew exactly what he was going to

I had the feeling,

at that time, and I still have it, that

Jeb had gotten himself caught up in lying so much,

in so many

ways, so many times--and differently--that he couldn't remember,
himself, what was true and what wasn't true.
one time,

He wCII.lld say, at

he made a lot of directly contradictory, self-

contradictory statements.

As we got down to that period, when

all this was really flaring up,
actually happened.

I don't think Jeb knew what had

I would guess--I still have the feeling he

probably doesn't know today,

in some of those things.

At some points he said I got the results of
the buggirlg, arid at clther pcoirlts he said,
B,:,b gl:o"I; them,

"Well,

because G,:,)""d,:,rl Stt"acharl gl:.-I; them."

I was assumirlg
I guess they

did establish that Gordon Strachan did get some of them.
there's the question of whether I did.
I?ve always felt that I did not.
did.

I suspect that I didn't,

Therl

I don't think I did.

It's never been proven that I

because [thereJ was a monumental

effort to prove that I did.
So much stuff came into my office,

I can't categorically say

nothing in that report ever came into my office?
It may well have.
carl' t ••••

because I really

Those kinds of things you

I don't know how you deal with ••••

I had the feeling,

at that time, Colson was going through a thing of trying to
establish a position for himself
or anything related to it.
best position to establish.

~i§-~-~i§

his part in Watergate,

He wasn't clear as to what was the
He was sort of floundering around,
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t

t~y i

r'g t ':' •.••

1 don't think lying, necessarily,

Trying to figure out.

but I think

Should he ally himself with me,

and get me innocent, and tie himself to me as my person, and
therefore,

innocent?

Or, was there a danger that 1 was guilty,

and he didn't want to be tied to me?

He was playing,

I think,

Ehrlichman, and me, and the President, and other people off of
each clther.

RHG:

It sounds like ••••

HRH:

Sort of firing shots across the bow, and all that sort of thing.

RHG:

Yeah.

It sounds like he had cut loose,

by that time,

from the

facts and the reality, and was floating around, trying to create
a

stl:lt~y.

HRH:

Um hmm.

RHG:

We'll get to that sort of issue a little later.
leave this new establishment, yet.

I d,:,r,' t

Which is a phrase,

war,t tCI

by the

way, that was used around the White House, wasn't it?

HRH:

I

RHG:

I see it in your notes quite often.

HRH:

Yeah,

RHG:

Nixon seems to be using it as an important term.

guess SCI.

I

thir,k SCI.
Afte.,.~

the

election, Nixon designated the following month as the time when
this transition to the new establishment was going to be
accl:lmpl ished.

I think you all went up to Camp David for quite a

l,:,r'g while.

HRH:

We did.

RHG:

Can you describe both what went on, and the reach of your hopes,
as it were, when you were conducting your work?
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HRH:

Our time at Camp David, we went up, as I recall,
right after the election, and we were there,

pretty much

basically,

for tne

The President was with us.
didrl't ••••

We said,

"We're cl.:.set irlg e.urselves.

II

We

We said

publicly, arId made a p.:.irlt .:.f it,

"We't"e cl.:.setirlg .:.I.lt"selves te.

get all these things worked out.

This is a transition period.

We will be making annoucements from time to time, as specific
l'''esults a\""e cart"ied e'llt ...
As I recall it now, the general sense of activity up there
was the finishing up, the final polishing of the internal
reorganization plan, the Super Cabinet plan.

There was a lot of

time spent with big charts, and organization charts, and
assignments, and all that sort of thing.
personnel office,

At the same time, the

under Fred Malek's direction down in Washington

was in an intense crash program of locating candidates for posts.
We gave them posts, and they were working up dossiers, and
getting materials together for Cabinet appointments, sub-Cabinet
appointments, staff appointments, and the whole range of stuff
within the new organization concept.
We worked out the musical chairs part, who was going to move
to what, and that sort of thing, and Who was going to be let out,
and who was going to be brought in.
of bringing people up to Camp David.

Then, we started a process
Cabinet officers, all the

ones that were going to be asked to resign were brought up and
asked to resign.

The ones that were going to be asked to move to

a different post were asked to do that.

The ones that were going

to be asked to stay on, were asked to do that.

8121

I don't reMeMber the specifics there; the other data woulc
confirM all that.
tails off.

It was a very intense period; we worked our

It was John, and I, and our key, close-in staffs.

Larry ELawrence Higby] was up there with Me, and Tod Hullin, and
a couple of others with John, and then larger groups, staff
secretaries and people like that, when we needed More Materials
on things.

John and I sort of alternated in the personnel

shifting process.

As SOMeone would COMe up,

I'd take one guy in

tow, and be in with the President with hiM, and John would have
the next one in the waiting rOOM.
guy would go in.

Then I'd COMe out, and John's

It was an efficient process of running people

in and out, as we were going through the re-positioning, the
personnel assignMent stuff.
In each case, the concept of the Super Cabinet was
articulated to the new appointees, and their position within it,
either as a Super or as a Sub, was outlined.

They were told,

if

they were Subs, that they were not going to be reporting directly
to the President.

They were going to be reporting to the

President through this person.

They were also told that,

although they would be the Cabinet officer, and be reporting
through a Super Cabinet officer to the President, they also were
told who they were going to appoint as their deputy, or
assistant, or whatever the senior alternate was in the
DepartMent, and why.
have to accept this,

They were told that they obviously didn't
but their accepting it was the condition

upon which they were going to be appointed to the post.
This was very specific, very airtight.
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Ken Rush was told he

was going to be Secretary of State.

He was told Bill Casey was

going to be his Under Secretary for Admlnistration.
why.

He was t.:.ld

Of course, as Secretary of State, he was reporting directly

to the President, so he didn't have a Super Secretary thing
But he was told how his relationship with Kissinger
would work, and there was not going to be any more conflict
between State and NSC.

Those roles were going to be understand.

(Melvin] Laird was told he was leaving as Secretary of
Deferlse.

I think he had decided to leave, anyway.

I thirlk he

had already indicated to the President he wanted to leave.
was m.:lvirlg ell.lt.
as ••

a

a

Bill (William] Clemerlts,

He

I guess, we br.:.I.lght in

No, Eliott Richardson as Secretary of Defense,

I think.

RHG:

Right.

HRH:

But we told Eliott Richardson that that was--I forget what the
reason was--he was told what the reason was,

but he was also told

that his Under Secretary would be Bill Clements, and Why.
didn't know Bill Clements.
say "we",

We said,

it's the Presiderlt.

I Should not imp--.

meeting, and I had put the script together,
cal'~l'~ied

it elut.

I participated,

President telling these people.

You carl......

"Firle.

Wherl I

I was irl the

but the President

but it was basically the
Richardson was told that he

could go down immediately--Clements was available.
Clements on standby.

He

We had

Clements was available.

with Clements, and decide whether he (was] acceptable to him.
he was, then fine,

the appointment was set.

that was too bad.

We'd have to get a different Secretary of

Defense.
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If he wasn't, then

If

We went through that kind of exercise,
position by position.

post by post,

Basically removed the old Cabinet, ano set

And the Sub-Cabinet, at least as to the senior
deputy in each Department.

They had to accept this:

we hao

worked out movement of a lot of our middle-level White House
staff people into Cabinet posts.

Bud [Egi13 Krogh was to go over

as Under Secretary of Transportation,
1 ike that.

I

think it was.

Th i rigs

Which was recognizing, and this thing that we had

asked these people, when they submitted their resignations:
us What they wanted to do.
were working with there.
they wanted to do.

tell

We fed that into this mill that we
Tried to move people into things that

Obviously, only when we felt they were

qualified--it was a good appointment from the President's

A lot of this was handled like the transition itself at the
Piert"e [H':ltelJ, wherl El io:.tt Richat"ds.:,rl said,

"Yes," he w.:.I.tld be

Secretary of Defense, and accept Bill Clements, then the
President and Eliott went out to the press at the airplane hangar
at Camp David, and made their press announcement.
press facility in the hangar out there.

We set up a

Went out and announced,

"The rlew Sec ..... etary .:If Deferlse wi 11 be sCI-arld-s.:•• "

Just like i rl

'68 we had done that with the transition at the Pierre.
down and announced them one by one.

These changes were made,

step by step, and announced, and then they were told to go down
We'd move on to the next one.

I

third·f. that

pretty well sums that up.
RHG:

Now, the election had crossed up your plans, to some degree,
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in

that you didn't get a Republican Congress, which I know earlier
on in your planning for this changeover you had hoped to get.
Your hopes were nonetheless fairly high for the new
administration, were they?
HRH:

Oh, yeah.

A

Because the President got an incredible mandate.

sufficient mandate that he felt that if we started moving fast,
and firmly,

that we could get a lot of things through Congress.

Also, we had devised these procedures,

like in the

reorganization, where we could do stuff by executive order.
didn't have to go through Congress.

We

The thoughts were very high.

The other diversion at Camp David was the Vietnam
negotiations, which we thought had been consummated in October.
Had fallen apart.
stage.

And then were back in the tough negotiating

There was a lot of back and forth with Kissinger in

PariS, and Kissinger to Bill (WilliamJ Hyland,

back here.

So we

were on the phone to the Sit (SituationJ Room from Camp David
quite a bit, working through the questions of the finalizing of
the Vietnam peace agreement.

Which finally came about in January

(which was after we'd been at Camp David).

The Christmas bombing

came on while we were up there, and the mining ••••
and bombing of Hanoi had come on earlier.
(MayJ.

The mining

That was early in '72

The Christmas bombing, was that earlier,

too?

No, the

Christmas bombing, that was when ••••

RHG:

HRH:

The negotiations fell apart Just before the election, as I
remember.

Then Nixon responded with bombing,

agreement,

I think was in January.

January, right.

and then the peace

But there was a lot of Vietnam related activity
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in that Camp David period, and it got more intense in December.
Culminated with the agreement in January.
RHG:

Did you feel that Nixon was developing a vision of his second
tet~m?

HRH:

Well,

he had one,

prior to the election.

I think he was fleshing

He was more concentrating on the specifics at that time,

it c'l..tt.

because we had a lot of decisions that he had to make.
Alternatives on Cabinet appointments.
these posts?
that.

All that,

Who are we going to put in

and then he had to do the implementing of

Meeting with these people, telling them how it was going
We briefed them first.
That's it.

They would come in,

like an Eliott Richardson

He would meet with Ehrlichman and/or me,
depending on the way the scheduling was going.
whole new structure.

We'd explain this

We'd show them the organization Chart, and

explain the whole structure of the reporting process, and
everything else.

Explain to tnem that

How it was going to work.

the President's position was, and obviously you're going to be
meeting with the President in a few minutes.
this in any way you want to with him.

His position is, this is

You take it, or you don't.
questioned that with the President.
it the way it was, and so on.

Some of them raised,

Some of them Just accepted

I'd forgotten that the President

didn't have to go through this briefing of the new plan with
everyb.::ody.
Pt~esideYlt

•

We did that prior to their going in to meet with the
He iYI effect said,

"Wha'l; y.:.I.! Just

and that's the way it's going to be.
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Now,

heat~d

is

c.:.t~t~ect,

this is what I want

It goes from there.
RHG:

I know that Nixon was concerned that he had accomplished all four
of his big plays, as he called them, almost in the first term.
Vietnam being the last one, was in January (1973J.
this to you, as I remember, several times, that our big plays, •••

HRH:

There aren't going to be any more big plays.

RHG:

••• there aren't going to be any more of them.
little thiFlgS.

HRH:

We have to rely on

How was he planning to adjust to that?

See, he wasn't worried about it at that point,

because he was

riding on the reorganization and getting all these right people
iFI place.

Then,

putting all that together and moving ahead with

a positive program.

Cleaning up the whole Vietnam thing.

Working ahead on what you could do with what we called "the peace
dividend"

(the fact that we weren't spending all the money on the

war, we'd have some money to spend on doing some things that you
wanted to get caught up on here).

Going ahead with SALT

(Strategic Arms Limitation TalksJ and the Soviet negotiations.
Going ahead with China and expanding it--we had done the China
overture,

but there had been nothing really to follow up and

capitalize on it.

Middle East question.

There were a lot of

foreign policy things that he saw as potential big plays,
sense,

in a

going forward.

Then,

getting back to the whole domestic, economic thing.

Getting back to a balanced Federal budget.

There were a lot of

challenges that were not necessarily big plays in the sense of
China or something like that,
things that needed to be done.
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but were big initiatives.
He saw himself having the

Big

opportunity to do them.
behind him.

Having the mandate, and having the war

The problem of the demonstrations, and all that

stuff, not to face any more.

A revised Cabinet and executive

branch structure and personnel, that was the excitement of moving
ahead with a new team kind of stuff.
all that period, very, very upbeat,
It was very hard work.

It was very much a,

positive, on all our parts.

We were really wearing ourselves down,

but doing it with a lot of enthusiasm.
the Pierre CHotelJ.
horrible.
RHG:

through

As was the transition at

That was round-the-clock work that was

But it was very exciting.

Just thinking of my reading of your Journal through the entirety
of the first term,

I got two impressions (might be completely

wrong) about changes in the Nixon administration, or in the
President, and consequently his administration.

One was that I

felt that he had decided, more or less by the election time in
1970, and certainly by the end of the first term, that he was
going to be more conservative a President than he had started out
as being.
HRH:

Do you think that's true?

Well, my hesitation, the pause,

is because I don't immediately

think it's true, and I'm not sure.
conservative.

My first problem is defining

I'm not sure what you mean by a more conservative

President.
RHG:

Well,

for one thing,

closely.

he was going to watch the budget more

He had instructed Weinberger to do a lot of cutting for

the fiscal year of 19--••••
HRH:

Of course,

RHG:

Did he?

he instructed Mayo to do it right at the outset, too.

But he was listening to people like Moynihan.
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And

getting involved in some things like revenue snaring which
ultimately were quite expensive.

The welfare program failed.

Got involved in an environmental program of some magnitude.

It

would Just take me too long to find the entries.
HRH:

He was basically dragged into the environmental program.

YCIU see

those as liberal programs, and that he wasn't going to carry
thclse fClt"'ward.
RHG:

Right.

HRH:

OK,

in that sense,

I think you're probably right.

I thirlk he

allowed himself, and pushed also, to look at these forward
reaching things.
them to,

He saw that they didn't gell the way he wanted

in some cases.

I think in that sense he probably was

aiming towards more conservativism.

There's no question that he

was going to push very hard for continuation of economic reform.
He was very ambivalent about the wage-price freeze thing and all
that he had gotten into in the August summit business.

He was

concerned about not getting back into things that he didn't
He wanted to get back at welfare reform in a

really believe in.
way that would work.
budget,

~~

f~gl2,

He was determined to establish a balanced

and a procedure to maintain a balanced bUdget.

Get the government on a basis where it realistically could move
forward on a balanced budget basis.

He was very chagrined that

he had failed to balance budgets, although he must feel pretty
gl::tc1d r,ow,

IClc1i-t.ir,g at himself by cClmpat"'isl:1r, CLa'.lghtet"'J.

RHG:

Yes.

HRH:

His big thing, the thing that really excited him,
structure of peace.

That was,

aa

I'm sure,

was tnis

in the second term he

would have worked at those other things or had other people
working at those other things,
been on the world scene.

but I think his thrust would have

His personal thrust.

have insisted that things go forward on things like welfare
reform, and maybe modification and improvement of revenue sharing
and working in areas like that.

Trying to get the school

desegregation issue cleared up and settled, although I think he
felt he had made quite a little progress in that area.

The

environmental thing, as I said, he was pushed into that.
John pushed him hard on.

Other people did.

That

He was not really a

believer in his own environmental programs, and it's ironlc that
EPA (the Environmental Protection Agency] and NOAA (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration] and some of those things
ended up being his creations.
I

They weren't really his bag.

think in the sense that you explain it, you're right.

There would have been a move to more conservatism, or at least a
move away from some of the liberalism that was maybe out of
charactel'~.

That had gone beyond the normal character.

The

normal Nixon philosophy.
RHG:

Perhaps partly too,

it was a feeling that he had tried early on

to court the liberals, to some degree, and that he wasn't happy
with the way they responded to him.
HRH:

There would have been an enormous effort on that New MaJority,
New Establishment, that kind of stuff, trying to build a new
He was really caught up with that thought.

I

wouldn't be surprised if there hadn't been some reopening of the
question of another (political] party, again.
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A whole political

t"eal i grulleYlt.
RHG:

Which he wanted to call a conservative party,

HRH:

Right.

RHG:

••• it was always iYI the title "cc'Ylset"vative" t.:. dt"aw the •••

basically ••.

a

I

guess to let some of the liberal Republicans go, and get all the
conservative Democrats feeling that that was the biggest group in
the cCII_mtt"y.
HRH:

Right.

You know,

it's interesting,

but a lot of consumer

research polls and so forth--analysis--showed that while a
minority of the people ••••

Less people called themselves

Republicans than called themselves Democrats.

But, more people

called themselves conservatives than called themselves liberals.
Nixon's point was,

Republican is the wrong name.

want to be Republicans.

People do want to be conservatives.

Therefore, we should put conservative in the name.
what they consider themselves to be.

Give them a rallying point

at which to gather where they feel they belong.
Of course, the southern conservatives, there were lots and
lots of people who did regard themselves as conservatives,
would never call themselves Republicans.

but

Nonetheless, they went

to the polls and voted Republican, at least on the national
basis.
RHG:

Now, the second generalization that I was--feel less certain
about this one--but that I wanted to make was the feeling that I
got, as I went through the Journal, that the dark side of Nixon
As I went on,

I

felt that he didn't respond always--

and this was a cumulative problem--gracefully to the criticism
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that he got as President.

As the months accumulated and finally

the years accumulated, his outbursts against his critics and
opponents seemed more frequent and more virulent.

HRH:

I don't have your advantage of having read my Journal all the way
through, even though I wrote it.

But that was a long time ago.

I guess my broad sense of that would be that you're probably
right,

but I don't know to what degree, and whether it was a

linear acceleration, or whether it was blips up and down.
I have a little caution in my mind that you might be misled by my
Journal in the sense that I may well have been more forthcoming
in the latter part of the effort than I was ••••
beginning,

I was in much more awe of the President, the

Presidency, of Washington, the White House,
with the positive things.
to,

At the

and all that.

and more caught up

All the new stuff I was being exposed

I would suspect that the Journal shows

evidences, not consciously maybe,

but evidence of some of that.

I may well have ••••
Also,

I was very leery of doing the Journal.

myself to print, or later to tape, on a concurrent basis.

It

took me quite a While before I think I let my discipline down to
the point where I put secret things in there--national-security
type secret things in there.

A lot of them I never did put in.

And some of the negative personal things,
on,

maybe.

As time wer,t

I think I got more used to dealing with cataclysmic secrets

and the dark side, as you called it, of Nixon type things.
reticent to record them in some form.

Less

Or maybe, recorded them in

more detail, or more strongly, than I did in the early stages.
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J

What I'm saying is, there may be a bias within the Journal
itself that may have partly led you to that conclusion.
saying that,

In

I would go back to saying that that's probably
The problems got bigger.
The critics got worse.

The [Vietnam] war

The frustrations of more and

more he saw that we weren't getting done what we wanted to get
The people weren't acting the way he wanted them to act.
The stars didn't shine as bright.
was an erosion factor there.
darker,

That kind of thing.

If it didn't make the dark side get

it at least made the bright side get less bright.

[Laughter]

So,

I think that's probably ••••

sense, there's validity to that.
RI-IG:

It was a very difficult time in the country's history,

and Nixon

happened to be the President who was elected at that time.
Perhaps an oversensitive man,
Reagan,

the

Contrasting him with

Reagan always seems to, at least publicly,

smile at his critics.
feel.

in many ways.

laugh and

Nixon had a lot of trouble doing that,

I

He was President at a time when there was--somewhere in

Jout~rlal

Pt~esiderlt

c.rle c.f y.:)u says,

"This is the

hal'~dest

time t.:. be

si rice the Ci vi 1 Wat"."

HRH:

Right.

RHG:

The country.

HRH:

S.:.me.:.rle else t.:.ld him that, that "YC.I_I have the most difficult
Presidency since Lincoln, who had the most difficult Presidency

RHG:

e.f all.

You were President in the most difficult time for the

C':'I_lrltt~y,

.:.f arlY Pt"'esiderlt except [fc.t"] Li rlc.:.l rl. "

It was a very difficult time for anybody to be President, and it
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was a very difficult time for an oversensitive man--a brooding
man--to be President.

HRH:

I think that's right.

RHG:

Well, we've got a little bit of tape left on this side.

I thiYlk it was.
Le't; me

Just go through this one segment of notes and see if there's
anything else to ••••

Any interesting entries we might comment

This is November 14,
is Just

a~

the time,

1972.

in fact,

You have an insight here.

This

when you're at Camp David, doing

this traYlsiti.=.y..
few pe'='ple, 'as we've assl.lmed.

Rather, he wants better people

that he caYI w'=''I"''k with."
HRH:

OK, this comes out of a long session on November 14th, and I
suspect it probably was up at Camp David.

RHG:

Um hmm,

HRH:

That Ash and Malek and Ehrlichman had had with the President on

1'''

i ght.

Um hmm.

the whole reorganization question.

My insight is something that

occurs to me as I'm looking back at that meeting, and the
discussion there.

It's dawned on me, that we had started out

this reorganization thing on the basis that the President wanted
to work with fewer people.
people he had to work with.

That he didn't want to have so many
Now,

viewpoint, that was a sound basis.

from a management theory
He shouldn't be working with

as many people as he theoretically has to.

But he didn't work

with anywhere near as many as he theoretically had to, anyway.
What we were trying to do was put that into structural form.
What's dawning on me here is, that I've misread the
President in thinking that what he's trying to do, or
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subsconsciously wants to do,
not the problem.
pe.:.ple.

is to work with less people.

That's

The problem isn't that there were too many

It's that they weren't good enough people.

I--that's al'"I

insight that I think was right, and that I hold.
it bothered him,

having to work with a lot of different people,

as long as each of those people was someone that he felt was very
Was very responsive.

Was very productive to work with.

In other words, he liked to work with people that he liked to
w.:.t'k with.

He didn't like to work with people he didn't like to

w.:.t' k wit h •

It didn't matter how many of each there were.

If

there were a lot of people he liked, he'd work with a lot of
pec.ple.

If there were a lot of people he didn't like, he

wouldn't work with many people.
thing,

That's what decided the number

rather than the numbers themselves,

r think that's a valid insight.
person who is looking for ••••
intellectual,

e~~

~~.

I think he's the kind of

He is a very intelligent,

insightful, and creative-minded person.

I

thil'"d~.

he

needed minds like his own, at least as sharp as his own, to hone
h imsel f C'I'"I.
him.

Dealing with mediocre people was very difficult for

I should have seen that right at the beginning,

is f.:)t' me.

I love to work with people that are superior to me,

and that are a real challenge to me.
that are inferior.
RHG:

because it

I hate to work with people

That's really where he was.

So he wasn't terrifically lucky,

in his Presidency, with all of

the people that came to him to work with.
HRH:

Not with all of them,

no.

But he was with a lot.

some very outstanding people in there.
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Thet'e wet'e

Some that he felt were

He may well have been

more outstanding than I felt they were.
right in his evaluation rather than mine.
II_Icky.

You say he

very

wasn~t

I think I'd say that the chances of being lucky in that

endeavor are slim, and he may have been very lucky that he got as
Certainly there were a lot of people that

maYIY as he did.

And people that he

weren't--that didn't meet the standard.

thought met the standard that then disappointed him.

RHG:

Well, now here's a Nixon comment, somewhat related to this.
January 9th,

1973.

ability is loyalty.
bl'~i

HRH:

ght

It's better to have a dumb loyalist than a

Yleutel'~."

That's a direct contradiction of what I was saying before.
way I would explain the contradiction,
l'~eally

••••

t~equi

is that what he

I don't think he really meant it comparatively.

think what he meant is,
be

I think,

The

red.

I

loyalty is an absolute quality that must

Without loyalty,

brightness is no great asset.

disloyal bright person is worse than a loyal dumb person,

A

because

the loyal dumb person at least won't do you any harm.
disloyal bright person will do you harm.
that's what you seek.

What you seek is not loyal dumb people;

you seek loyal bright people.
f

Cll'~

clYII

y

CIYle.

That doesn't mean

In other words,

you don't settle

If you could only have one, you're better off with

loyalty than brightness.

But what you've got to find is both.

We saw--we had some disloyal bright people in the administration.
People that were bright, and turned out to be disloyal.

Disl'='yal

in a broad sense, that they didn't stay with the crowd.

That

created problems.
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[End cassette two, side two]
[Begin cassette three, side one]

RHG:

We mentioned yesterday the rather awesome Watergate industry that
I am not a Watergate buff in
any way.

I feel rather humble in approaching this issue,

I know there's a library full of testimony.

Then,

because

right next to

it, another library full of wild theories about the testimony.
So, all I really want to do, here,

is essentially go through the

notes that I'Ve taken from your Journal--things that you chose to
write about the Watergate episode--and to ask you the same
question in every instance.

Which is:

what were your motives

and feelings when these things were happening?
The reason I say that is, there's something about this ••••
Just to step aside for a moment about who did what to whom, and
so on, there's something about it that doesn't quite hold
together for me.

In the sense that there are people that I know

to be good and dedicated people, who got into this thing,
frankly,

Just can't make the motives fit.

how you felt,

So,

and I,

I ask you, Just

and what the motives were?

HRH:

OK.

RHG:

You told the President about the ••••

HRH:

Before you do that,
watergate thing,
may not work out,

let me make an opening comment on the

Yi~=~=Yi~

what we're going to do right now.

It

but let me try and articulate an approach that

might add something, rather than Just rehashing stuff.

That is,

I'm not going to try to be precise about dates and specific
events, and all that.

That is so carefully calibrated by all the
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existing testimony that I can't add anything to it by that.

I'm

going to stay with you through the Journal, so what I have before
me is what I wrote to myself, on any particular day.
with what,

I cal'"I deal

I think now, was my motive or my thought, at the time

I W,."'.:.te that.

Not try to get into adding to the factual stuff,

but only to what was my role and process and part in it.
RJG:

Right

HRH:

Which I've never tried to do before, and, obviously, nobody else
can do.
lore.

I think that would be a maJor addition to the Watergate
An attempt to try and define the whole case, or solve it,

would not be productive.
RHG:

I

would Just add one thing,

if I could, and that is, also the way

you read the President's reaction.
HRH:

OK.

RHG:

Right.

RHG:

On June 20,
b,."'eak-il'"l.

1972, you told the President about the Watergate
"Last l'"1i ght," the 19th.

On the 20th you entered in

y.:.ur J.:.ut"'l'"lal.
HRH:

We were at Key Biscayne, and I was at the Key Biscayne Hotel.
was off at Walker's Cay,

He

I think--an island that he used to go to

f,."'equel'"lt ly.
RHG:

You talked about it in some detail on June 20th.
"We have to hope the FBI [Federal Bureau of
Investigation] doesn't go beyond the necessary in developing
evidel'"lce.

Keep a lid on that.

was your response to that?
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Keep 1 id ':'l'"1 the test im':'l'"IY."

What

HRH:

I have to assume that what we're concerned about there, on the
FBI not going beyond the necessary,

is that they don't ••

the political concern that the President's got.
recognizes this as a political threat.

o.

It's

That what he

In other words,

somebody's done something here that the opposition can make
something out of.

He assumes,

if the opposition can make

something out of anything, they will make something out of it.
Therefore,

it's a danger to us in that,

a big thing,

if they stir this up into

it's going to hurt us politically.

It's going to be

a problem.
I can't remember, at that stage, how much I knew what he had
been told.

Whether I knew to what degree the Re-election

Committee was involved, and all that sort of thing.
have been a factor,
progressive.

depending on ••••

That would

Our knowledge was

We learned a little more every hour, or every day,

or every week, as time went on, about things.
got was contradictory during that period.

A lot of what we

So, we'd learn things,

and then we'd find out the next day that wasn't the case. Then
we'd learn something else.
this stage.

There were several people involved at

I was at Key Biscayne.

getting on the phone from ••••

All I knew was what I was

First of all, what we got from the

press reports, which is how I first learned about it.
Ziegler came along the beach and told me.

[RonaldJ

Phone conversation,

I

guess--I forget all the details, and that's what r shouldn't try
to get into, anyway--from Magruder,

I think.

Then I think I

talked to Ehrlichman, and Ehrlichman talked to [JohnJ Dean, and
people started ginning up information.
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Trying to find out what

had happened, and who had done what,

and all that.

We only got the information, step by step.
What I got,

the information step by step.

I gave to the

Is it your assumption it's the President that's
saying,

"Hc.pe the FBI d.:.esY"I't g.:. beY':'Y"ld the

necessat~y,

II

':'l"~

is it

me that's saying that?

RHG:

I take it to be the President.

HRH:

OK.

It might--what I'm saying is that it may be

that it's my saying it, and that it's part of what I reported to
the
is,

Pt~esideY"lt.

This is one of the things that people are saying

"We've gc.t t.:) h.:.pe the FBI d.:.esn't gc. beY':'Y"ld."

imply there are other things, which, of course,
that there definitely were.
the "White Hc.use

hc.t~rc.t~s"

Which wc.uld

it turned out

In that what became catalogued as

thiY"lgs.

There were other things that could lead to it.
I don't think it was at this time,

but I know there was concern

as soon as we knew that CE. Howard] Hunt was involved.
sure how soon we knew that.

When we knew that Hunt was involved,

there was concern because Nixon knew, and I found out, that Hunt
was this guy that had been at the White House, working for
C.:. 1 SC'Y"I.
thiY"lg.

Now here he was over at the Committee,

involved in this

We did not want the FBI working their way back in that.

For a minute I ought to give my containment versus conspiracy
thing, very quickly, to get it into this record.

Becal.lse we're

right at exactly that point, right here at the beginning.
Not at this stage,

but as this developed,

the President's concern, as I understood it,
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my concern, and

~i§=~=~!§

Watergate,

and John Ehrlichman's, and the people I was working with, and,

as

far as I knew, John Dean's, at that stage, was that the Watergate
incident, and the investigation of that incident, and the
publicity regarding it, and everything else,
Watergate

a~~

§~.

be contained to

In other words, there had been a crime

committed, there had been a break-in.
investigated,

pursued, and dealt with.

pursue, and deal with that,

My view was,

investigate,

but contain your investigation to

that.
The political danger, to us, and perhaps substantive danger,
as it was developed in the next few days,

later, national

security type stuff that was raised at one point, and all that,
was that the investigation would go beyond Watergate, would be
politically, or, operationally at the Bureau,
i l"'lt l;:t ••••

inspired to look

This would lead to other things.

HI;:tward Hunt beil"'lg a speci fic case.
find out that he was Watergate.

Aha, who was he?

he used to work at the White House.
White House?
he do that?

Here is Howard Hunt.
You found out

Aha, what did he do at the

He broke into Daniel Ellsberg's ••••
Aha, the Pentagon Papers.

Aha, why did

[Yeoman Charles E.J

All these things that you get involved in.
Each of those had the potential, which it certainly
achieved, of becoming a maJor political problem, as well as a
substant i ve prl:1blem.
avoid, and I felt,

All of those were problems that I wanted to

all through that time, that it was quite

proper to avoid those problems.

In other words, there was no

call for an investigation to go beyond the Watergate thing
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i tsel f.

There was nothing that said that once a guy burgles a

house, then track down all of his other crimes.
wi th er1'"le cl""'ime.

You investigate,

He's charged

prove that crime,

indict him,

and convict him, and punish him for it, and that's that.
I'm not implying that the other things were crimes.
clearly was.

This

We truly regarded it as what Ron Ziegler called it:

a third-rate burglary.

Even the people at the Hofstra

[conference on the Nixon presidencyJ agreed it was a third-rate
burglary,

in pretty general consensus,

I think.

If yr:rl.l 1 imi ted

yourself, simply, to the break-in at the Democratic National
Cermmi ttee.

Obviously, Watergate now encompasses much more than

that in it's terminology.
The point is, containment versus cover-up.

My peri 1'"lt was,

containment was, what I perceived to be, and still believe to be,
a perfectly legal and legitimate effort.

Basically a public

relations effort, and political effort, to keep the Watergate
investigation limited to Watergate.

I saw--I now define, after

the fact--cover-up as being an illegal effort to avoid the
bringing to task of people who committed crimes.
obstruction of Justice.

11'"1 other werl""'ds,

I tried to get into that point at the

Senate Committee,

I tried to get into it in my trial, and

everywhere else.

I never succeeded.

val id poi1'"lt.

But,

I st i 11 be 1 i eve it's a

That containment was one thing; cover-up was

They weren't one and the same.
then became one and the same, over time,

They became meshed, and
but I would say that my

activity, and my motivation was containment, not cover-up.

I

couldn't have cared less how many people went to Jail for the
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watergate break-in.

I did care about an investigation going into

some of these other things we talked about, and all of the things
that it did go into,

RHG:

ultimately.

The next day, Colson comes in.

Nixon's thinking about Watergate.

Colson comes in "presumably to cheer him up,

but got into

strategy on it, which is exactly what I don't want to do with
Colson."

HRH:

Why not?

Colson's not the ••••

Colson is the kind of guy that would

immediately Jump on something like watergate.
sensationalism and the excitement involved in it, and want to get
Playiy,g

into investigating and attacking the people doing ••••
the game.

Again, that's exactly what I didn't ••••

cl:ly,t a i Y,mey,t t h i y, g ,

I ••••

To me, the point of the whole exercise

here is contain this thing.
third-rate burglary.
something stupid.

I

cat"e why they did it.

Doesn't amount to anything.
can't conceive of why they did it.
I f that cl:lmes l::tut, why,

doesn't come out, why fine.
clf

it.

Keep it at Watergate, which is a

fi Y,e.

don't

If it

But, dCln't make a big "shamaaz" CI'.lt

And Colson's thing, always, would be that.

loves to get into this kind of stuff
explt:,t"iy,g,

I

~~

n~Y~~Ym,

"Well, what dCI YCI'.I think this?"

that," and all that, which was ••••

And,

Pll..ls, he

in terms of
"Maybe they did

I never did have time for

that kind of stuff, and no interest.
want to go into all their Watergate theories.
interesting anymore.

RHG:

They arey,' t vet.. y

They y,evet.. were.

Would containment mean, then, that because it's distinct from
cover-up, distinct from obstruction of Justice?

There's no
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intent to obstruct Justice; there's an intent to keep Justice
within the framework of the crime that's been committed.
HRH:

Right.

RHG:

That, then,

would allow the investigation of, and,

if necessary,

prosecution of, everybody who was involved in that specific
ct"ime.
HRH:

Right.

RHG:

The break-in.

HRH:

Right.

RHG:

OK.

HRH:

Yes.

RHG:

I'm Just reading some more of this, the 21st.
c.:. rice \""rl is to:. keep the White H.:.use .:.I.lt .:.f it."

HRH:

That would be another reason not to get Colson involved.

Our

whole position on the campaign, and the reason CRP was set up to
begin with,

was the President's order that the White House is to

stay out of the political campaign.

We're setting up a separate

entity; moving Mitchell over to run it; we'll move White
H';:'I.lse ••••

Anybody in the White House who is going to be working

in the campaign,
thing,

like Buchanan,

if he were going to be in the

like we talked about before.

I ike that.

Jeb Magrude\"".
Let

Move them out of the White House.

them work over there.

The White House people are to stay with

the business of government.

This is the P\""esiderlt sayirlg,

d.;:.rl't warlt them irl the campaigrl."

No:.w,

o:.bv 10:. 1.1 S I y,

yo;:ou have t.:. d.:.

some coordinating in relationship with the campaign,
very strong point that he had mace early on.

Way,

"I

but it was a

much earlier
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thal"l this.

Six months earlier than this.

That he wanted the

campaign totally separate from the White House.
That thinking permeated my approach to any political
question or issue that came up.
HCII.tse matter.

That's a CRP matter, not a White

Turn it over to them.

This clearly was a CRP

matter, and the President is saying exactly the same thing he'd
been saying six months earlier.
House."

"Keep it ,:,ut ,:,f the Wh i te

He knew, Just like I did, the tendency for all of us ••••

When something big comes along, everybody wants to get into it.
Or something controversial, or something interesting, or
mysterious, or anything else.

He knew,

if this built up, White

House people were going to start getting involved in it.

"Keep

'em Clut."
Now, you can say then, why did we have John Dean do anything
in it?

Ehrlichman put Dean on the Watergate thing right at the

early time, while we were still down at Key Biscayne,
For exactly that same reason.

I

believe.

Someone at the White House had to

be aware of what was going on in the political campaign.
Basically, that was me.
Mitchell.

I

was the senior liaison with John

John Mitchell, the candidate's campaign manager,

had

to have a relationship with the candidate, and that was through
me.

And that was fine.

OK, as you get into a specific like

thiS, somebody at the White House had to stay on top of this in
terms of being able to answer the President's questions about
what was going on.

To provide any information or knowledge from

the White House, or from the Committee to the White House, that
was 1"Iecessat"Y.

Rather than John EEhrlichmanJ getting bogged down
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in it, or my picking that up--because it was a low level chore-he CEhrlichmanJ assigned John Dean to it.

1 think that's the

whole point of getting Dean in there, at the outset.
RHG:

"E suggests mClviYlg the gui It level up tCI Liddy.

Havi Ylg hi rt1

confess, and then going forward from there."
HRH:

You get into the ••••

Now 1 have a problem because 1 don't know

what we knew and what we didn't know, at that stage.
John knew, and John didn't know.

what

John and 1 were on the phone at

that time; I was still in Key Biscayne,
21st.

Ot~

I

think.

Maybe we were back.

RHG:

I think you were back by then.

HRH:

OK.

By then, then we probably knew some things,

because John ••••

Things had been happening over that weekend, so we were probably
back.

He probably knows that--maybe this is by the time that

Magruder had said he had told Liddy to do this.
known that, at that point.

We may have

We did, somewhere along the line,

although Magruder went back and forth on that too, as I recall.
The point would be, here, Ehrlichman doing exactly what we aren't
supposed to be doing,

is the White House getting into it.

tal k i YI g a bCI uti t , I t h i YI k.

SayiYlg,

"Let it gl;:' up tCI Liddy."

guess they had already traced it to Liddy.
Hunt, yet.
Liddy.

Maybe that was it.

Hopefully,

letting it stop at
Which

1 think maybe ••••

See, this is the problem.
these damn details.

1

But maybe not to

Letting Liddy confess, and go forward from there.

1 think Liddy agreed to do.

Just

You get bogged down in all of

Forget the motivation.

The motivation was

to get the thing resolved at the level where it would stop.
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The

point here is,

if it stops at the ••••

up to the Liddy,

let him

If the guilt level moves

confess, and then you forget the thing.

I guess I'm saying--or maybe Ehrlichman is--the problem is, we
can't get away with this,

because Liddy didn't have the authority

to commit the amount of money.

So, Magruder would be the first

possible point of sufficient responsibility.
d.:. ·chat.
That's what you're getting to the desire on the
I:Re-Jelect io:'1"1 C':'mmittee's par'c--that's the "they "--t.:. try t.:. I-t.eep
Which w.:.uld be

the culpability level below a campaign official.
In other words,

keep it at the Liddy level, hopefully.

I know that was a time when we didn't want Hunt involved because
of his previous involvement at the White House.

I don't remember

whel"l t hat was.
RHG:

Now, this could be read, though, as an attempt to create the
si t uat i':'I"I.

I: Il"ltel'~l'~upt i':'I"IJ
RHG:

We were talking about this entry on the 21st •••

HRH:

Yeah.

RHG:

••• and I had Just suggested that I think that this could be read,
and will be read by some historians in the future....

I think

that you and others in the White House were trying to arrange the
conditions of this crime, rather than discover them.
HRH:

Urn hmm.

Um hmm.

I

can see the potential for that in this.

don't accept that as the fact,

because it wasn't.

I

I kl"lc.w ••••

ran into things all the way through in the Watergate case as
evidence came up, testimony came up, and so forth,
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that cast a

We

very questionable shadow on specific things.

And some that were

very hard to explain, are still hard to explain for me.
that is simply because there still is a very basic mystery
hanging over Watergate.
with theories,

We Just don't know.

but they don't totally hold up, either.

RHG:

I want to read two things together.

HRH:

Yeah.

RHG:

One is the last sentence in the entry of the 23rd, June.
talked tc. Walter"s a1"ld had that wc.r"ked .:.I.lt."
abc'l.lt twc. weeks later",

"We

The1"l, ':'1"1 JI.lly 6th,

"Walter"s has appare1"ltly fi1"lked out a1"ld

spilled the beans to Pat Gray, which complicates the issue
substantially."

This r"efet"s tc. what's bec.:.rlle k1"I,:,w1"1 i1"l the l.::.re
What

were your feelings when you were going through this,
decision to talk to Walters; talking with him?
feelings about what you were saying,

HRH:

making the

What were your

and doing?

Boy, that's hard to reconstruct at this time.
bewildered by this whole thing at that stage, and the
i nstl""uct i':')'"ls ••••
recommendation,

The suggestion that was raised,

or the

whatever it was that came to me from Dean,

as I understood it, to him from Mitchell.

and,

01''' that he had

discussed with Mitchell, although now I understand Mitchell says
he had no conversation with Dean about this subJect.
was that the FBI thinks there's a CIA involvement here, and the
FBI is looking for guidance.

All that stuff that's on the

President's instructions to me, then, were:
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think he specified John [EhrlichmanJ; if he didn't, somehow John
g,:,t drawY"1 iY"lt,:, it, tc,,:,)

"meet with [RichardJ Helms aY"ld Waltet"'s at

CIA, and tell them that the President wants them to talk to the
FBI, and tell the FBI not to expand their investigation on
t hi Sa

a •• "

At that point,

it was a specific point about this [Kenneth]

Dahlberg money source.

What he was concerned with there was, as

I understood it, the source of the Dahlberg money.

Which was

Dwayne Andreas, a Hubert Humphrey supporter who had mace a maJor
contribution, and who,

unfortunately ••••

It was his money,

given

to Dahlberg to give to the Committee, that was then washed in a
Mexican bank or something.
found on the burglars.

Brought back, and was the money they

But there was clearly, and this was the

point of concern as I understood it at that time,

I think, no

connection between either Dahlberg or Dwayne Andreas, and
Watergate, or the burglary, or anything else.
fact that,

by pure accident,

it was ••••

Except fc,t"' the

When somebody at the

Committee gave money to Hunt to give to the burglars--or to
Liddy, or whatever it was--it was money that was traceable to the
We didn't want that traced, as I

Dahlberg donation.

understood

it.
I don't think that bothered me.
have bothered me,

You can argue now it should

because that's getting on the fringe,

obstructing Justice,

maybe, of

because where the money came from is

I really don't think I thought it through,

to that

extent, and I think I was perfectly happy with the concept
that ••••

I understood the fact that we didn't want the Andreas
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contribution to be made public, to become known,
hisoaoa

His contribution had been made with the clear, very

strong understanding,
attributed to him.
point,

because of

I was told, that it was not to be

That seems like a minor consideration at this

but it seemed like something important.o ••

All of it

seemed like minor stuff, at this pointo
Nonetheless, what I was told to do was tell Helms and
Walters,

I guess, not to track this through.

Then, there's all

this (to me) mysterious stuff that's on the June 23rd tape--the
smoking gun tape--where the President gets into telling me it has
to do with the Bay of Pigs, and the CIA other problems that they
don't know about.
RHG:

That wasn't what was in your mind,

HRH:

Huh?

RHG:

That wasn't what was in your mind when you were meeting with
Walters?

HRH:

Yeah,

then?

What you Just described?

it was in my mind,
See,

raise it.

instruction.

because the President had told me to

I met with Walters at the President's

In that instruction, the President gave me

specifics of things 1 was supposed to raise with--it was Helms
and Walters--about the CIA and the Bay of Pigs.
know ••••

ThiS, to me, was--I remember thinking (that I do

[rememberJ,
bizarre.

1 couldn't, you

because it was so strange) that this was kind of

But, he told me to do it, and I was used to dealing

with things that 1 didn't know what I was doing.

Things with

Henry [KissingerJ for instance, on the negotiations, and stuff
like that.

I was told,

"Tell the President that somebody said
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I didn't know what I was saying.
Just told the President that.
but I d idY'I' t.

I

He knew what r was telling him,

That didn't bother me.

One of my roles was as

emissary between the President and other people, when they
couldn't get directly to the President.

you're supposed to tell them.

RHG:

That was the case here.

Don't carry the investigation any

So you were conveying, really, two messages to Walters.
about Andreas, which you did understand,

HRH:

No,

I didn't say anything about Andreas.

aY'IY fUt"'thet".
RHG:

perfectly.

II

The t"easc'Y'1 was f.:.t" it.

You understood that was the reason why you were conveying this
messsage.

HRH:

That was my understanding.

It was not the message I was to

c':'Y'lvey.
RHG:

But you were using another message which, really, you didn't
1.1 Y'ld et"S t

a Y'ld •

HRH:

About the Bay of Pigs.

RHG:

Right.

HRH:

Which I still don't understand.

These

same guys that are writing the book that get into the Yeoman
Radford affair, also are heavily into this,
discovered that,

because they've now

first of all, Ken Dahlberg was a CIA asset.

Secondly, that the CIA had talked to Gray earlier about doing the
There's a lot of mystery stuff that arises in this that
there's no point in our getting into.
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There's some real

confusion,

which leads to your next question, which is the next

"Wal tel'"'s has appal'"'erlt ly firlked CII_lt."
Walters wrote a phony memorandum of this conversation.

But

he didn't write it until a week after the conversation.
RHG:

Why phclrlY?

HRH:

Phony in that it's not true.

What Walters said in his memorandum

is not what happened at the meeting.

It's provably so,

because

Helms wrote a memorandum, that was not a memorandum ••••
Walters's memorandum was a memcon--a memordandum of the
conversation for the file.

What Helms wrote was an action

memorandum within the CIA.

It was a directive to Walters,

for

things that Walters was to do, while Helms was out of the
Helms was leaving on a trip, or something.

Was leavir";;J

instructions to Walters which were directly contrary to what
Walters says in his memcon.

The thing all gets crisscrossed.

These guys lay it all out in the book, you can read the whole
thir,,;!,

if they ever get it pl_lblished.

The point is,

I don't know.

didn't understand this.

I didn't know then, and I still

Virtually all of what I'm saying here is

I'm reporting what someone else tells me, or what I've done as a
result of what someone's told me to do there,
I didn't do very much of anything,

in this case.

And

in Watergate, other than this.

I had a very limited involvement at this point.
RHG:
HRH:

Why did you have Ehrlichman with you at the meeting with Walters?
I think the President told me to.
then the only reason I can think of that I did,
Ehrlichman and I often,

If he didrl't,
is that

in order not to get trapped by somebody--
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especially dealing with the FBI or the CIA--would have someone
else sitting in a meeting with ••••
I'd have John sit in.

If I were meeting with them,

If John were meeting with them,

he'd have

me sit i1'"l.
That goes back,

for instance, to the thing that came out in

this, also, that at one time the President wanted his brother [F.
Donald NixonJ surveilled.

Because at that time Bob [RobertJ

Cushman was the Deputy Director of the CIA, the President said to
ask Cushman if he can have the CIA put a tail on Don,

because he

was trying to monitor his contacts with Howard Hughes's people.
Ehrlichman was supposed to do that.

Ehrlichman asked me to sit

in the meeting with Cushman and him, when he asked Cushman to do
it.

I think he wanted a witness that saw what he had done,

all that.

I may have had the same unconscious, or conscious,

motivation in having Ehrlichman in this meeting.
recollection, though,
Ehrlichman there.
RI-IG:

All \'''ight.

and

My

is that the President told me to have

I haven't any idea why.

January 8,

To Jump quite a ways forward.

1973.

this is my--these are my words--based on what I was hearing on
this day,

from the Journal.

The President, at this time--and it

had been going on for some months--was allowing Dean to manage (I
felt)
HRH:

the Watergate trial, monitoring ••••

I don't think "manage" was my word, was it?

RI-IG:

These are all my words.

HRH:

Because that doesn't sound right.

RHG:

We 11, m':'1'"1 i t c,\''' i 1'"lg ••••

HRH:

Monitor would be more like it.
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RHG:

Righta

Arranging the pleas of the major defendantsa

Ovet"see i r. g

the raising and dispersal of moneYa ••
HRH:

Well ••••

RHG:

••• for their legal fees,

HRH:

In January?

RHG:

This had been going on in the Summer.

HRH:

The President was allowing Dean?

and other expenses.

That doesn't make sense.

Do I say something about the

President being involved?
RHG:

Well,

HRH:

It doesn't make sense.

RHG:

No.

I didn't quote you here.

And I Just can't remember.

Maybe we should skip this one then.

I've Just summarized

something that I've heard, and I don't have the entry in front of
me.
HRH:

Hmm!

RHG:

The idea was that John Dean was transferring money to Howard Hunt
and the other burglars for expenses.

HRH:

But the President didn't know that.

RHG:

He didn't know it?

HRH:

1\1.:••

RHG:

N.:.?

HRH:

And I don't think I did.

RHG:

That was the question, was ••••

HRH:

I know the President didn't.

The first the President heard of

that was when John Dean told him in March.
RHG:

OK.

HRH:

I think that's clearly established on the record.

RHG:

Nc.w, they ••••
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HRH:

I don 9 t

think it's ever been alleged that the President had any

knowledge of that until Dean told him in March that there had
been arrangements for money.
RHG:

OK.

HRH:

I

think I did know about payments being made, and was told--I

know I did,

because I

knew that Herb [Herbert] Kalmbach was

involved in raising money for them.

And,

maybe--no,

I

don't

think the President knew that, even, though, at that time.
guess he did.
dc.y,' t

thiy,k.

with it.

1

I

He didn't know Dean had anything to do with it,
I'm not sure that I knew Dean had anything to

pt~c.bably

did.

I

00

1 can't remember.

All that's really pretty much established on the public
t~ecc.rd.

On the trial records, and the testimony.

RHG:

I Just wondered how you ••• ?

HRH:

I

think what it was was ••••

supp.:.sed ly ••••
operation,

My understanding was that we were

These guys had gotten trapped in a stupid

but they were working at what they believed to be the

orders of the Re-election Committee.
some level, the order.

it was, at

We knew it was at Liddy's orders.

always have suspected it was at
was at Mitchell's.

And in some way,

Magruder'~.

1

And I wondered if it

Those are the mysteries that still aren't
Liddy was an officer of the Re-election

Committee, and it was at his orders.

He's admitted that,

I

bel ieve.
In any event, my understanding was that there was a need to
provide money for these people.
bail, or something.

They had been Jailed, without

Or couldn't raise bail, or whatever it was.
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Their families had problems.

They were,

in effect, caught in the

Agents caught in the line of duty are entitled to
proper care during the time.
for family subsistence:

The money was being paid to them

family needs, and that sort of thing.

That's what I was told.
RHG:

Were you willing to accept this concept of responsibility because
they were more or less innocent parties who had accepted an order
from an officer of the Committee for the Re-election?

HRH:

I

wasn't willing to accept the responsibility.

I

wa s will i 1'1 g t c.

accept the decision by the Committee that they had a
\""esp':'Ylsi bi 1 i ty.
RHG:

Right.

HRH:

I

RHG:

••• Just returning the money to them.

That's \""i ght.

Yc.u wer"e •••

wasn't raising any money.
That $350,000, which is

Committee money, that ••••
HRH:

Right.

RHG:

Right.

But it was a valid concept that the Committee had a

responsibility for these people, regardless of the virtues and
vices of what they had done,

because they had been acting under

the direct orders of the Committee officers.
HRH:

That's my view.
was, theYI.
t.:.day,

I

That's my feeling now, as to what my feeling

CLaughter"]

admit.

Sounds a little foolish

That's r"ight.

The other thing you have to keep emphasizing

here--you keep asking for my motives and reactions, and the
President's--is that we're

fQ£Y~inB

on this.

I

waSYI' t.

This is

an item in my Journal that night, so it was obviously something
that was at some level of attention.
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I

don't think it was the

only item in the Journal for that day.
RHG:

Not until March and April.

HRH:

I would find it was only a minor item.
importance to me.
I'd say,

RHG:

They wel'"'e sayiy,g,

It wasn't a matter of

"This is what's happe·...dy,g."

"Oh."

All l'"'ight.

J ..mual'"'y 9th.

"Dear, l'"'epcll·"'ts that the Watel'"'gate

defendants will plead guilty, and deny higher-ups in the White
House were involved.

Colson made the deal with [William] Bittman

This lead to the deals with the other parties.
80, there's no involvement with the White House.
indit"'ect."

It's all

I-h:,w'd y':'u feel about that?

HRH:

I think Bittman was Hunt's lawyer.

RHG:

That's right.

HRH:

8,:, ••••

RHG:

N,:,w ••••

HRH:

I know there was concern, there was talk at various times (it's
probably reflected in some of these earlier things) about ••••
the question the President was always asking was,
House involved?
this?"

"Is the White

Was anybody at the White House involved in

It seems to me that question arose, and was the question

we were asking Dean, and Dean was asking the people that were
involved over there.

I think that the President always had a

fear that Colson was involved.
Bit t may, t"'egat"'d i y,g Hurd;."
RHG:

May I tell you how this could be read?

HRH:

Right.

RHG:

Is "someone in the White House staff •••

01-<.
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This is why I ask it.

HRH:
RHG:

••• (Colson)
defeY'ldaY'lts

is dealing through the lawyer with one of the
t~egat~diY'lg

the deal."

The deal was that HI.\l"It's

financial requirements would be met.
HRH:

Um hmm.

RHG:

Presumably he would behave--I'm not sure in detail what this
means--in some way that the person providing the money wants him
to behave so that he would ••••

Rnd then it says ••••

This deal,

unspecified, somehow led to deals with the other defendants.
Then the conclusion is, so there's no involvement with the White
It's all indirect.

That, of course, can be read as if

the White House is making a deal with the defendants to behave in
such a way so that they Just keep quiet, and keep the White House
ell.lt elf it.
HRH:

Um hmm.

RHG:

My question is, how did you feel about this?

HRH:

I, again, don't know that I felt at all about it.
I don't know that I analyzed it.

I know,

I would suspect that I

was concerned that Colson was involved in any part of it,
he wasn't supposed to be. So that probably bothered me.
quest ieln 1:lf ••••

Al'~e

these my w,:,\""ds?

because
The

Did I say "made a deal with

BittrllaY'I?"
RHG:

These would be close.

I haven't quoted them.

So, they're close.

I was listening to a tape here, so it's hard to make exact
queltat ielY'ls.
HRH:

Yeah,

but it ••••

Talking about a deal does have an adverse

CI:IY'IY'II:,tat il:'Y'I.
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RHG:

That's almost certainly the word in the Journal.

I wouldn't have

written that down.
HRH:

I don't know what my feeling was on it.
concern, did anybody at the ••• ?
gone to trial yet,
obviously.
trial.

have they?

I know there was

By this time ••••

They haven't

But they're about to go to trial,

They're going to plead guilty instead of going to

There was concern about the effect of the trial.

they went to trial,
and all.

That if

there was going to be a big to-do about it,

I think there was a question of whether they would or

would not stand trial versus pleading guilty.

There was a desire

on the Committee's part--those people that were dealing with this
at the time, and I don't think I ••••
I don't think the President was involved.

I

don't know

whether I'm reporting this to the President or not.
was.

Because he was watching, you know,

interest, the process of the thing.

I probably

with some level of

But not with any great

intensity.
The question of whether they're going to go to trial,

(God,

it's so hard to remember all this stuff!) whether they were going
to go to trial or not.

And not wanting them to go to trial.

And

there very well could be some kind of thing where they were
persuaded that it would be to the national interest, or whatever
motivation they were playing to with them, not to go to trial.
But rather, to plead guilty,

but that in pleading guilty to be

sure that they don't nail somebody in the White House.
There again,

I have no reason to believe, even to this day,

that they could, or would have, nailed anybody in the White
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So,

I don't know why you would get any of that, except

for the fact that assuring the President, maybe, that they ••••
Because I know he did ask that question,

from time to time,

because he was concerned: "Is someone from the White House
iYN.:.lved?"

That they wc".lld,

iYI pleadiYlg gl.li lty, alsc. say,

c'Yle iYI the White H.:.I.lse was iYlvc.lved."

Which,

as far as I

"N.:.
~.YleW,

was tt.....le.
Now,

I've got to admit, and this is the thing I made the

mistake on, all the way through here,
try to know more than what I did know.

in Watergate,

is I didn't

If I had known Where tne

thing was ultimately going to go, or if I had used better
Judgment, or if it had been my responsibility (if it had been a
White House matter), either I ••••
the thing,

on the basis of finding out what happened here, and

pinning it down,
Instead,
because,

Or I would have put someone on

getting it taken care of, and disposed of.

I purposely didn't ask whether Colson was involved,

I guess,

I probably had the feeling that, the same thing

that I think the President had, a sort of nagging fear way baCK
somewhere, maybe Colson was involved.
Mitchell was involved.

I got to say, maybe

I still wonder that.

I'm sayiYlg that

without in any way accusing them, or on the basis of any
knowledge that they were.

I Just wonder,

I can't ••••

have the positive answer as to who issued an order, and why he
did it.

And until I do,

you can't help but wonder who issued the

order, and why he did it.
RHG:

On January 11th and 12th--and there was one mention of this
earlier, as well--an issue comes up where Nixon wants Mitchell to
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ask [Cal'"'tha D.

"Del-t.e" J DeL,:,ach at the FBI if the mal'l wh,:, bl.lgged

Nixon's plane for Lyndon Johnson in 1968 is still there.
Nixon wants to get some hard evidence that this was in fact done.
Then it says,

"Also ask George Christian to get Lyndon Johnson to

1.lse his iYlfllleYICe t,:. tUl'"'YI ,:.ff C':'Ylgt"'essi,:.nal iYlvestigati':'Yls."
Now,

Nixon changed his mind later in the day, on the 11th, and

said he didn't want it done.
But then he came back to it on the 12th.

"LBJ aYlgl'"'y that

the White House might be thinking of using this plane bugging
story to defend itself from the Watergate charges.

ThreateYls to

release cable which Nixon campaign sent to Saigon in 1968.
DeLoach says he thinks that Johnson requested the Nixon plane be
bugged,

but the FBI didn't do it.

put a tap on the 'Dragon Lady's'

Only checked phone calls and
phone"--Mrs.

[Annal Chennault.

Then, over a month later, February 8th, Nixon wants Don
[Donald M.l Kendall to call DeLoach and tell him, that if the FBI
finds anything on the 1968 Nixon plane bugging which DeLoach did
not tell the White House about,
you felt about this,

he'll be fired.

Cal'l ye.u say h,:.w

as this was proceeding, and how serious it

was?
HRH:

This is sort of the counterattack type thing--political reaction.
What obviously is implicit here, and coincides with what memory I
have of it, that Nixon saw the ••••

We knew that our plane, or we

understood--we had heard someplace--that the Nixon campaign plane
had been bugged in 1968 by Johnson.
Johnson's orders.

By the FBI, or somebody, at

Nixon, as he's worrying, apparently from

what's in here, the concern at this moment is the upcoming
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Congressional investigation, of the threat of a Congressional
There "is when Nixon's fears are being realized of
the political bang that comes out of this,

that the next phase

after the routine Justice Department stuff is that Congress
decides to get into it, and make a big thing out of it.

Which

is, of course, exactly what they did.

That he's concerned about

that.

I would say.

Understandably and Justifiably,

looking for a counterattack kind of thing, and I think it's
putting some pressure on Johnson about the plane bugging incident
as a way of trying to get Johnson to use his influence with the
Democratic leadership in Congress to turn the thing off.

Ol'". the

basis of saying it's not in the national interest to pursue this
al'".y fLu·"thet".
Then he--I don't remember and I don't know why he changed
his mind later in the day on having that done.
was done,

in a sense, apparently.

But, obviously it

Because on the 12th

there~s

a

report back that Johnson's mad about it, 50 somebody must have
talked to Johnson.

I must have had Christian talk to Johnson,

and Johnson must have blown up.

Somebody, obviously, has talked

to DeLoach--probably Mitchell--saying, the plane wasn't bugged.
Now, then, the reaction later is, Nixon,
a month later--and I don't know why,
s.:.mewhet"e--is 5ayil'".g,

in thinking about that,

it obviously came up again

"Tell Kel'".dall •••• "

DeL.:.ach w.:.t"ked f.:.t"

Kel'".dall •••
RHG:

Oh!

HRH:

••• at that time.

DeLoach had

lef~

the FBI and was the director

of security for Pepsico, or something like that.
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So:. ,

he wal'".ted

KeY'ldall t.:. call DeLo:.ach aY'ld say t.:. DeL.:.ach,

"If the FBI fiY'lds

anything on the bugging that you didn't tell us about,

you~re

In other words, he wants Kendall to fire
DeLoach if he's held something back from us.
the heat on DeLoach, via Kendall.

He's Just putting

I don't know what caused it to

resurface like that out of the blue on the 8th of February.
RHG:

Were you certain that your plane had been bugged?

HRH:

No,

RHG:

What was he referring to here with this 1968 cable?

we had understood it.

HRH:

I still don't know whether it was,

or

I don't know whether that's a blind threat on his
part,

like the other one was on ours, or what.

convinced that Nixon was surreptitiously dealing with South
VietY'lam,
RHG:

via the

"Dl'~ag':'Y'1

Lady", Madame CheY'IY'lault.

Just one last quotation I want to look at,
least near quotation.
AI_lg'_lst [1972J.
"F';:'l'~get

This is August 14th--going back into

It's on the second page.

the legal quest iO:'Y'I.

Get the line out in our way.
[IY'ltel'~t~upt

from the Journal--at

It's Nixon saying,

Concentrate on tne political, PRo
Have t .:. shape ••• "

iO:'Y'IJ

[End cassette three, side oneJ
[Begin cassette three, side twoJ
RHG:

All right, Just to read this quote over again.
the legal question.
line out in our way.

Concentrate on the political PRo

Get the

Have to shape investigation at CRP to cover

non-involvement of top officials.

Put it at the lowest common

The funds were misused.
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The culprits have left.

No one else is involved,

but we must be sure of the Grand Jury.

We must know what DOJ [the Department of Justice] is going to
seek C.I.lt c.f the

Gr~a1'"ld

Jur~y."

Thet~e

ar~e

t~eally

tw.:••:.\"~ three ideas

Could you comment on those?
HRH:

There, the counterattack, or dealing with the plan.

He's sayi1'"lg

--this is August, so it's a couple of months after a lot of these
other things have happened--the investigation was going on.

I

guess Justice was heavily into it at that point.
put the frame of reference on it.

The point, obviously, here is

he's pushing for a continuing offensive.

Keep the ••••

Concentrate on political PR; forget about the legal question.

In

other words, don't waste time on the legalities, the legal
Get the PR line out.

i 1'"lVest i gat i C'1'"I.
In effect,

I think he's saying that the PR line to get out

is, admit that there was a mistake at the lowest level,

in

effect, that it goes at.

The

culprits have left.

That the funds were misused.

No one else is involved.

That is partly--I

was going to say wishful thinking--it isn't wisnful thinking-it's partly hopeful thinking.

In the sense that, as far as we

know, and as I recall, somewhere in this process, Nixon asked
Mitchell if he [wasJ
IVli tchell said,
[I1'"ltet~r~upt

HRH:

"Nc•• "

involved, or if anybody higher up was, and
8.:.,

he's •••

i':'1'"IJ

••• going on the assumption that there is a lowest common
Whatever the lowest level was.

However high you
Stc.p it

Stop the speculation.

Run the PR thing.
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thel"~e.

where your damages are.
ar.d cut.

II

Take your damages.

That's exact 1 y what I t

I"l

Take your losses,

i 1''11-< we sl"l.:.u 1 d have d.:...... e .:...... day

But we should have found out absolutely for sure what it
was, and cut our damage level at that point.

Instead of letting

it keep spilling over, which is exactly what it did do.
saying you've got to admit that the funds were misused--you can't
deny that, they were.
the Committee now.

Make the point that the culprits have left

Are we still in '721

RHG:

Yes.

HRH:

We're still working up to the election.

Yeah.

So, what he's trying to

do is get the issue moved out of the Committee, and say, that's
that.

What he doesn't say here, and I wish he had said--at

least,

it doesn't appear that he said here, and I don't remember

that he did--is that we fired everybody.
culprits have left.··
C"_lt.

The

Well, he sai d,

Everybody that was involved has been moved

is, what he didr.'t say is,

pt~c.blem

liThe

"Put~sue

diliger.tly

'JlJithir. the C':'mmittee, ar.d fiY".d c.ut h.:.w high up it dc.es go.

II

I

didn't say that either.
Both he and I,

I think,

had a lingering fear that it may go

higher than we knew it did, and we didn't want to know that.
It's the " ..... eed r":'t tc. kY"••:.w
working on, too,
know,

thecl1'~Y"

that 011 ie [01

it goes,higher up.

Nc.rth was

I st i 11 dc.r.' t

to some extent.

what I didn't know at that point.

ivel'~J

Because,

I don't know if

Magruder sort of gave an answer to an extent,

at the Hofstra thing (1987 conference on the Nixon PresidencyJ.
But, Magruder's testimony was different, and Magruder's testimony
We were listening to testimony, at this point you
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didn't know what ••••

Well, there wasn't testimony, yet,

I guess.

But, we were getting the reports from the investigation--what
people said--and you didn't know what to believe.
tell y.:.u,

"That's rl.:.t

the rlext guy well.tld tell y.:.I.t,

he did."

Either you have to decide which one's right, or you

tt~l.te;"

have to decide not to decide.
Which,

RHG:

Yes,

in retrospect,

"Yes,

And we decided not to decide.

was the wrong decision.

I could feel as I was reading through your notes,

that, one

by one, as more and more people became enmeshed in this, that
they Just started to flee.

There had been quite a loyal club of

people working together toward common goals,
break loose, one after another.

and they began to

The grasp on reality started to

give way to people trying to make up stories so they could get
e.l.tt e.f it.

HRH:

Yep.

RHG:

It became very complicated.

HRH:

Yeah.

It

them.

Because you had conflicting stories.

t~ea

11 y did.

Then you had, who do you believe?

giving conflicting stories,
some of the others.

Just "che ••••
Between

You had the same guy

in the case of Magruder, and I think,

So, which Magruder story do you believe?

RHG:

Well, Just a cle.sirlg th.:.I.tght,

HRH:

Yeah.

RHG:

Just based on the way you started our session on Watergate here.

if I c.:.I.tld.

It was the idea of containment, which is one I hadn't thought of
As a reason for a lot of the early steps that you took,
Just after the break-in occurred.

The thought is, that you had

decided on a strategy--a logical, reasonable, and even moral
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strategy,

before you had discovered the facts.

discover the facts,

Just as you're saying.

be of a certain kind,
ye.u put"sued.

And you never did

But the facts had to

to allow you to pursue this strategy that

If they were not of that kind,

then the containment

was irwalid.
HRH:

Why?

RHG:

Because ••••

HRH:

Give me an example.

In what way would containment have been

i Ylval id?
RHG:

It was possible, at that time--I have tne impression you decided
on the containment, really, as an immediate response to the •••.

HRH:

I don't think it even was a conscious decision.

RHG:

Um hmm.

HRH:

I think it was Just we moved on the basis of containment.

RHG:

Right, t"ight.

HRH:

Analyzing it afterwards,

I've put the containment label on it as

a description of what we were doing.
RHG:

But more people might have been involved than you knew,

at that

time.
HRH:

But the containment thing still applied.
whoever was involved.

You still contain it to

I kYlew ••••

RHG:

Right.

HRH:

I hoped it wasn't in the White House.

But you assumed it wasn't in the White House.

UYlt i 1 ••••

I assumed it wasn't

I assumed it wasn't,

until proven

e.thet"wise.
RHG:

But I think there is something in the containment idea which
presumes that it goes up to Liddy,
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it goes up to Hunt, maybe it

goes up in the Committee.
that,

I think,

But there's an assumption in there,

is behind some of the actions that you took,

that

it doesn't spillover into the White House.
HRH:

There is that assumption, and that assumption was questioned
frequently,

both by the President, and by me.

anything lead to the White House?
Hc.l.lse i rlvc.l ved? II

Is there anybody at the White

I was told by John CEhrlichmanJ, who was told

by Dean, and it worked both ways, that there wasn't.
Then,

later, there were things that appeared to tie some

things--or tried to tie it--but that's in the Magruder
desperation periOd, and I wrote a lot of that off to Magruder's
desperation and confusion,

because they were conflicting.

The

things about, that the bugging results had been sent to me.
knew they hadn't,
consciously,

intentionally, at least, or to my knowledge,

been sent to me.

in my office, or something.
the papers, or not.
papet.. s.

I

I didn't know if papers had been
I didn't know if Strachan had· gotten

Strachan,

I

think, denies that he got the

I can't remember, whether he ••••

he admits •••
RHG:

I can't remember.

HRH:

••• that he got something from it,

but didn't know what it was.

But denies that he ever gave it to me.
arid says,

"Well,

t.:. Haldemar.. "

Then Magruder backs off

I assumed--I krlow evet"ythirlg Stt"acharl gc.t werlt

Well, that's a stupid assumpti.:.rla

Obvi.:II.lsly,

everything Strachan got didn't go to Haldeman,

in all kinds of

at"eas.

But,

That's what you had staff people for.

lo:..:oI-I.irlg

from hindsight, dealing with your point that the containment
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at it

thing could get to be a problem.
not go to the White House.

The assumption was that it did

All the knowledge that I had was that

it did not go to the White House.

Certainly in those early

stages.
Later,

there were some intimations that maybe it went to the

White House in some ways.
White House,
quest ie.rl.
anybody,

There were some possible links to the

because of Hunt's link to Colson,

which raised some

But there was never any allegation through that,
or any indication or evidence,

by

that Colson had had

anything to do with Hunt's actions after he went over to the
Committee, and was working under Magruder's direction,

or Liddy's

direction, or whatever it was.
So,

you're right that had there been a valid....

somebody at the White House--had Bud Krogh,
anybody else--or the President,
arid said,

"N.:.w wait,

Had

or Chuck Colson,

for that matter,

or

stepped forth

this de.es ce.me t.:. the White H.:.I.tse.

them te. bug the Nati.:.rlal •••• "

If the

Pt~esiderlt

had said,

"I t.:.ld

them t.:. bug the Nat i.:.rlal C':.mmi ttee," then I w.:.I.tld have had a
whole different problem.

How I would have dealt with it,

It's so hypothetical,
betweerl rl':'w arid then,
that p.:.i rlt irl time,
situatie.rl.
it.

Ot~,

thet~e'

I can't

and so much has happened

s rl':' way I c.:.uld put myself back i rl

arid tell y.:.u he.w I w.:.I.tld have dealt with that

But, that w.:.I.tld have put a wh.:.le d i ffe . .~erlt light e'l'"l

if Chuck C.:. I S':'I'"I had c.:.me il'"l t.:. me al'"ld said,

got a real problem,

"Be.b,

we've

because I sent them over to the Committee,

and told them to bug the phone.

Then,

we couldn't legitimately

keep it out of the White House.

Then, the decision would have
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________________----'-1

had to be made, how do we handle this.

I still think it would

have fit within the rubric of containment.
have beeYI,

RHG:

"Chl.,cf-t., that's tl:,CI bad.

I think my view would

If it comes here, there's

nothing we can do to stop it.

If it comes to you,

nothing we can do to stop it.

If iYI fac·!; that's wnat happeYls."

Of course,

there's

it never got to the point where you knew that someone

in the White House was involved.
HRH:

Nevel"" did.

RHG:

So,

I'm Just trying to see this as a logical thing,

happeYled tCI it.

and what

I think that you made this decision very early,

to follow this tactic, and it was maintained until everything
came t I:. pieces.

Before you got all the facts,

and before all the

possibilities were explored, so when it reached a pass--as it
finally did in the beginning of March and April, and then
continuing on through the Ervin [Committee] hearings and so on.
Where things had reached this point where everybody was going to
be examining what you did,

including a great many people WhO were

not friends of yours, and not friendS of the administration's.
There was Just enough link between the White House and what had
happened, that they could read the logical construction •••
HRH:

Right.

RHG:

••• as being a cover-up from beginning to end.

HRH:

Right.

AYld t heYI ••••

Plus, that's what they wanted to believe.

YC.I.,' ve got t I:.

figul""e •••
RHG:

Yeah.

HRH:

••• you start with the hypothesis and use everything to prove it.

RHG:

You start with that supposition.
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But then,

there was Just enough

of a problem between adopting the strategy at the beginning, and
finding out the facts later, that they could do this.
HRH:

Yeah.

RHG:

Then, they start looking at what information they could find,
frankly,

reading this.

and

Without the understanding that I think I

have gained over the last few days, about how the White House
thinks, as a whole.
on public relations.
HRH:

Right.

Particularly out of the sessions yesterday
And then misread everything.

And it's very easy to do.

As we saw yesterday in looking

at some of the public relations stuff,

it's easy to read that.

It had nothing to do with Watergate or legalities or anything
else.

I think it's consistent all the way through there, that

there are those things.

That's what I tried to say at the Senate

Committee, and in the trial and in the Grand Jury,

but you can't

go through the depth that we've gone through in these couple
days, and that only skims the surface.
RHG:

Yeah.

HRH:

Other people can't put themselves into this same position and
imagine, or recreate in their own minds, what really was
happening at that time, and what people were thinking.

It's hard

for me to go back, and do it now, even though I lived through it.
Because so much as happened since.

Everything that happens after

an event, colors your view of that event,
RHG:

in retrospect.

I suspect that very few people have had lives of such a kind that
it's easy, or even possible,

for them to enter into the frames of

mind that you were in when you were making key decisions
regarding Watergate, and even many of the other decisions in the
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HRH:

I think that's right.

The biggest problem people had was

accepting that this was an insignificant thing.
fifteen years after it's all past,

it's hard to believe that what

became so monumental as Watergate, could have been

$0

incidental

as I claim it was, at the time it was happening.

RHG:

Um hmm.

HRH:

I recognize that.
everything,
obstacle.

At the time, during the investigations and

I recognized that we were up against an impossible
There was no way,

when this was the total focus--eight

column banner headlines every night in every paper in the world,
practically--there's no way you can say to anybody,
degt"ee .:.f cl'''edibility at all,

with any

"This JI_lSt wasY"I't imp.:.t"taY"lt."

Because it had become so important that you couldn't imagine that
it ever had not been.

RHG:

Well, this is your autobiography, and I'm pleased to put this on
the record, and Just put it there for researchers to see in
(theJ fut urea

HRH:

Well, we put it in, and let them see what they come up with.
have the feeling that,
couple of times ••••
questions,
answers,

I

like this book that I've alluded to a

There are, still, a lot of unanswered

in my mind.

I have the feeling that some of those

some people will evolve, over time.

I would hope that,

over time, other people that know more than I do about some of
these things,

will decide to either leave to us when they go, or

tell us while they're still here, what they know.

Because

there's a lot that I don't know that I would sure--in a way,
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I'd

be

in~erested

in knowing.

I'm not a Watergate buff anymore.

really don't have any great, overriding interest.
untangled the whole thing,
RHG:

I

If sc.mebody

I would find it very fascinating.

Yes, and the importance is, of course, that the more information
that's known--I should say, new information--reshapes all the old

HRH:

Absolutely.

Then you go back and re-look at everything in a

totally different light.

And I have the conviction that some new

things that would come out would change the light in which we
look at a lot of this.

And would answer some of the things that

you Just sit here now, that are unanswerable.

RHG:

Thank you, Mr. Haldeman.

HRH:

OK.

CErid c.f Inter"view3
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You Just carl't--

